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ABSTRACT

A m¡nerical study has been carried out to atra1ryze the laminar

free convection heat transfer from an isotherntal vertical flat plate into

a fluid. The plate height varied betrveen 0.1 and 23.64 c:tt. Depending

on the temperatures of the piate and bulk fluid, the corresponding range

of the Grashof nunrber was from 1.0 to 0.4704 x 108. In addition, several-

values of the Prandtl ntmberwere attempted, ranging from 0.72, which is

an average value for air, to L2.8, which is the average Value of the

Prandtl nulber for water in the temperature range fron OoC to 4oC. The

Boussinesq-approximated complete fonns of the Navier-Stokes and energy

equations tveïe considered, since the boundary layer approach is not valid

for cases involving low and moderate values of Grashof nulber.

Solutions of the steady-state and tirne-dependent governing

equations were attenpted by using several m¡nerical techniques. For the

steady-state case, results rvere obtained for Gr = 1.0 and Pr = 10.0 by

applying the "Direct Substitution Simple Explicit" (DSSE) nethod. The

"Simple Explicit" (SE) and the "Alternating Direction Inrplicit" (ADIP)

techniques, on the other hand, rvere modified and used in attenpts to

solve for the tine-dependent case, but no final results were obtained.

The results obtained for the steady-state situations illustrate

the effects of the boundary conditions and of the initial values on the

m.unerical solution. Ilowever, to circunrvent the instability problem and

to express the real physical situation in ntrnerical terms, a new set of
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boundary conditions, cal1ed the "Open-control-volune Boundary Conditiom",

were introduced. These neiv bourdary conditions reduced the recirculation

of the f1ow, and the appearance of strong eddies near the boturdaries away

fron the heated plate.

When the bulk fluiå *a. water near 4oC, tni-directional and

bi-directional convective flolv patteïns were predicted. The boundaríes

betlveen these florv-patterns were investigated and determined for a bulk

temperature of 0oC. A rnap for the resulted convective flow regimes ulas

obtained. This nap showed that the regimes obtained for similar studies,

but for the boundary-Iayer case, are not the same as those predicted in

the present worl<.

Tho new computational techniques were introduced. The first,

referred to as the "þ-dorrrn" technique, was introduced mainly to solve

for Laplacian and Poissonian fields. The other was referred to as the

"Tenporary-nodes" grid system and conrputational technique. Its firnction

was to save computer storage and computational tìme.

The IBM 370/]108 computer was used on computing and plotting

the results.
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CI'JIPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction to the Problen

Free convection flow results fron the action of body forces

on a flui¿ elernent. This kind of flolv has usually been considered to

be generated in a gravitational fie1d, despite the fact that free con-

vection can also be set up by the action of other forces [Refs. 72,

( p.522), 38, 571.

I,.4any practical applications of heat transfer by free convection,

where the gravitationa.l field creates the bod-y forces, carl be for-rrd. For

instance, in the design of nuclear-reactor fuel elements, it is necessary

to consider their behauiour during a coolant-punp failure. Ilnder such

circr¡¡stances, the heat rnay be transferred solely to the coolant by the

free convection generated by the pïesence of the gravitational force'

Other practical probler.s can be found where the body forces

are created by the presence of other fields. For instance, electric

and magnetic fields can interact with a moving electrically conducting

fluiclrcreating body forces. Cotrsequently, free convection can be

observed within the bou-rd ary layers on the rva11s of magnetohydrodynamic

power generat.ors [Ref . 57]. A1so, in gas turbine rotor l¡1ade design,

heat is transferred through the free convective florv producecl by the

action of the centrifugal force [Ref. 3S].

The unusual vari.¿rtion of the clensity of water near 4oC has

nntivated a nt¡nber of rn'orl<ers []ìcfs. 51 , 70, 77) to study free convec-

tion heat transfer from severill geontctric shapes to water in this
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tenperature ralìge. The rnost interesting point here is the bi-directional

convective flow rvhich has been observed e>çerimentally and has been

predicted by tJre nunerical solution of tlre bor.urdary-layer equations

lRef . 771"

Generally speaking, free convection cal be distinguished, as

far as the analytical treatrnent is concerned, by the interrelation of

the momentum and energy equations. Tre convective fluid-f1ow is generated

by the,chatrge in density due to the transfer of heat. Once the fluid

starts to rnove, convective tra¡sfer of heat will take place and this, in

turn, will affect the monentr¡n transfer. Steady state can be achieved

when both the monentun and energy fields reach an equilibriun state.

The study of th.e problem of free convection heat transfer from

a vertical flat plate to fluids began irr 1879 with an e4perimental investi-

gation by Oberbackx with some analytical work. fn recent years, since

1950, nunerous theoretical analyses have apneared in the literature.

However, the analysis of the general case of free convection heat transfer

has rarely been carried out. Most workers have dealt with the bor:ndary-

Iayer approximate fonnr-rlae because of their greater sirplicity.

I.2 Scope aryL Format of the Thesis

The ain of the present work is to solve the general and sinpli-

fiecl forms of the Navier-Stokes and energy equations which govern the

case of heat transfer by free convection from a vertical flat plate to

liquids, with emphasis on water near 4oC. Nunerical solutions for the

steacly-state and time-dependent cases have been obtained using a digital

computer. Several nturcrical methods have been attenrpted to find the bcst

*See reference 14
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tectmique to actrieve steady a¡rd stable temperature and velocity fields.

The fornulation of the governing general eguations and

Boussinesq-approximated e4pressions are presented, rvith the controllilg

bor.ndary conditions, in Chapter 2. Ten numerical rnethods and their

stability analyses are discussed in detail in Chapter 3 after an intro-

ductory presentation of fini-te-difference and iterative techniques. In

Chapter 4, tr.r'o ner,ü computation techniques to inprove and broaden the

range of convergence of sone numerical methods are presented. The

factors rvhich affect the sta-bility and accuracy of the present solutions

are discussed in Chapter 5. Follorving sone preliminary results presented

in Chapter 6, Chapter 7 includes detailed interpretation and analysis of

the results obtained. Finally, conclu-sions aïe presented in Chapter 8.

The appendices at the end of the thesis contain step-by-step

derivations of some finite-difference f-ormu1ae, tables of mmerical

values, md conputer-prograÍnne listings for some useful numerical

subroutines.

1.3 Prer¡ious I;,rork on Related Problems

1.3.1 Steady State Problens

Many workers have dealt with steady state free convection heat

transfer frorn a vertical flat plate to fluids. lt{ost of these have

attempted to solve the approxirnate bor-rrclary-laycr equations.

The first researcher who attackcd this problem was Oberback

in 1879*. tle tried to solve the general form of t-he governing equations

*See reference 14
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by erpressing them in series in terms of the voh-unetric thermal e4pansion

coefficient ß. Three years 1ater, Lorenz* obtained practicable straight

forward solutions by sinpliFying the problem of Oberback with the intro-

duction of some sweeping assuttptions. This 1ed to results in good agree-

nent with soilre associated e;çeriments on one hand, but on the other hand,

these results did not predict the variation of the heat transfer coefficient

h as a fu-rction of the distance from the plate leading-edge.

A significant advarce in the problen of vertical flat plate is due

to Sdrmidt and Beclqnarur [Ref. 55]. In 1930, their measurements indicated

that the boundary region may be thin conpared with the plate height and

hence , as a result, the borlrdary layer assunption could be introduced.

In an attermt to solve Scìnúdt a¡d Beckrnannrs resulting equations,

Pohlhausen** introduced a nêw definitiori of a stream furrctÌon

to satisff the continuity equation; as well as sinilarity naranleters to

convert the relevant equations to ordinary differential equations.

Pohlhousenrs theoretical solution for Pr = 0.733 was adjusted to agree

w.ith the e4perimental results of Schnidt and. Beclcnann.

In 1939, for the same problern of verticaL flate p1ate,

Saunders [P,ef. 501 obtained further solutions for air, mercury and

water by an approximate method which <1id not have to fa1l back on

experimental data.

Touloukian, Harr,kins and Jakob [Ref " ó9 ] carried out some

measurenents of the heat transfcr coefficient h for the case of free

convection from a 2.75 inch di.aneter cylinclcr to water and g1yco1.

Thev found that the influence of curvature was so sna1l tirat the rcsults

*See referenccs 74** See refelcnce 55
ancl 55
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did not differ appreciably fronr that for yertical flat p1ate.

Almost all work clbne before 1948 has been sunrnarized by

Jakob [Ref. 29,p. 522].

In 1953, Ostrach [Ref. 38], j¡ collaboration with Albers,

obtained a¡ exact nunerical solution for the case of an isothermal

vertical semi-infinite flat. plate. Eight values of Pr fron 0.01 to

1000 rvere used to get solutions by means of computer. These results

confirmed those of Schnddt and Beclor.arur. The type of florv was found to

be dependent so1e1y on the Grashof nurber. For high values of Gr, the

flow was of the borlrdary Tayer t¡re and tire prohleil rr'âs reduced to one

analogous -io Prandtl's forced-flow mode1. The Prandtl mmrber Pr, on

the other hand, was fornd to affect the thicla'ress of the boundary layers.

fncreasing the value of Pr appeared to reduce the thici<ness of the thermal

bor-rrdary layer r^¡hile decreasing the value of Pr was fotu-rd. to thicken

both layers.

The rnethod developed by Ostra-ch appeared to v¡orl< well for the

case of constant heat flux if the heat transfer coefficient and Grashof

ntmber be erpressed ín ternns of the value of the constant heat f1ux, q.

This was the approach used by Sparrorv and Gregg [Ref. 61] to obtain

sinilarity solutions for such circr¡nstances.

Additional cases of similarity solutions r,vere carried out by

Sparrow and Gregg [Ref. 63] and Yang [Ref. 75] for plate-temperature

variation of the form Tn - Tb = Cyt, trh"te C is constant and n can be

lower or higher than zero, or zero for the isothermal case.

In ma:ry problems, the variation of thc den-sity rvitli

tenperature is not thc only factor to be consiclerccl" The viscosity p



and the thermal conductivity k are also sensitive to any

tenperature change. Thip was the problem attacked by Sparrow and

Gregg lRef. 62) for the case of variable fluid properties in

free convection from a vertical flat p1ate, They showed that properties

other than ß should be evaluatecl at the following reference tenqrerature

Tr = Tp - 0. 3.8 CIp - Tb) (1.1)

This has been stated as a better choice than that of the filn tenperature.

Schechter [Ref. 51] and Schechter and Isbin [Ref. 52] studied

the case of free convection heat transfer from an isothermal vertical

J:_lat plate to rvater near 4oC. They considered the thermal e;pansion

coefficient ß as the only tenperature-dependent variable. They obsewed

three regions for the convective fluid flow depending on the values of

the plate and water-bulk tenperatures. By varying the plate-terr.perature

and keeping the water-bu1k tenperature below 4oC, they observed tprvards

and downwards i-nidirectional flow regions in addition to a bi-ðirectional

flow region.

In 1972, Yuil1 [Ref. 77 1 considered the thernal e>çansion

coefficient ß and the viscosity U as terçerature-d-epend-ent variables for

the same problern of Schechter and Isbin. FIe obtained a siniTaríty solution

by using the Runge-I(utta technique to solve the boundary layer problem.

In that effort, the results of some erperinents carried out are in

good agreement with the nunerical solutions obtained.

Previous researchers have performed solutions of not

only the boundary layer approximate equations but also the

governing equations in the Boussinesq-approxinated general
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form. For instance, Yang and Jerger I Ref. 76 ] performed

perturbation solutions for the trvo cases of Pr = 0.72

and 10.0. They used. the bowrdary Layer approach as a zeTo-order approxi-

nation to get the first-order approximate solution. suriano, Yang and

Donlon [Ref. 6óJ solved the same case for extremely 1ow Grashof ntunbers

by applying the perturbation tecturique. Their solution rn¡as limited by

the nature of the perturbation series itself as being valid only for

Gr < 1.0.

In 1966, Suriano and Yang [Ref. 65J solved the problem of

free convective heat transfer to liquids from vertical and- horizontal

plates for a Grashof mmber range 0 < Gr < 69.5. They r]sed the initialised

disturbances technique which has been adopted by Lester [P.ef. 33] in his

atterpt to solve the Navier-stokes equations of fluid flow'

Free convection from a vertical flat plate and through a fluid

contained in a long horj zontal cylinder of non-'-'nifcrm wa1l temperature

has been studied by Flelluns and Churchill [Ref . 27]' After some sirnpli-

fication of their governing equations, their nurnerical solutions agreed

with some experimentaT data ofl'fartini and churchill [Ref. 35]'

tþ-wind difference techniques weÏe applied by Runchal, spalding

and v/olfshtein [Ref. 48] to solve the elliptic equations for vortícity,

heat and mass transfer in two din''ensions. The generalized case of

recirculating flows was analysed by Gosrnan et al. [Ref. 25].

Heat transfer by free convection in a rectangular enclosure,

between two parallel plates or cylindrical annuli, is of inqlortance

here since the vertical flat plate case can be considered as an as)rnp-

totic situation when one of the surfaces goes to i.nfinity' Ûne of the
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early studies of this subject was do:te by Poots [Ref . 4?f , He useð

orthogonal polynomialsrsuggêsted by Batchelor [Ref. 3], to solye two

si¡rn-rltaneous equations governing the cases of horizontal, oblique and

vertical air layers. He perforrned the conputations by hand for five value

of the Rayleigh nunber. Eckert and Carison [Ref. 11-] used the Zehnder-],lach

i¡terferoneter to study tlre- tenperatr¡re fields in such fluid layers for

a w"ide range of Pr. Other solutions for the sæne circr¡nstances were

obtained by different m¡rerical rnethods. Elder IRef" 151 used an

iterative technique to solve five deconposed second-order equations for

vorticity velocities in the two co-ordinate directions, stream-fi.rtction

and tenperature. Nunerica-l stability was achieved by inposing the con-

dition that the normal gradient of the vorticity vanishes on the hori-

zontal bor.rrdaries of the vertical cavity. This arbittary condition, which

has no physical meaning, was claimed to affect the end. regions. For a

set of fourth-order equations, De Vahl Davis [Ref . 8 ] used a si:n-ilar

iterative procedurerbut the vorticity rvas not retai¡ed as a variable.

Consequently, the vorticity botmdary-conditions problem did not arise.

The same set of the fourth-order equations were solved by Rubel and

Landis [Ref. 46]. They considered an intermediate iterative step for

the cor,putation of the final temperature, and applied an inner iterative

method to solve for the value of the stream function. The variable fluid

property problem was also attacked for such cases by P.ubel and Landis

[Ref. 47]. For gases, they showed that the density variations are of

the same irportarrce as viscosity and thernal conductivity variations.

An analytic solution of the boundary layer equations for ex-

ternal free convection flolv from a sphere, with various prescribed



therrnal conditions on the surfacez was obtained by Chiang, Ossin and

Tien [Ref. 6] by the series erpansion method. Schenk and Schenkels

[Ref . 53] studied free convection in rr.ater aror¡rd melting ice spheres.

They photographed and observed the florv phenonena. Sinilar ex¡rerinental

investigations were perfonned by Vanier a¡rd Tien [Ref. 77),

T "3.2 Tine*depen4glLt Problem-s

The time-dependent solution of the releva:rt equations, for

both the borndary layer and general forms, have been analysed by several

different nunerical techniques.

An early analysis of one-dinensional free convection about

a semi-infinite flat pIate, uldergoing a step fi.u:rction change in teÍpera-

ture, was carried out by Illingwortll [Ref . 2B]. The solution was ob-

tained in e4ponentials and error-ft-mctions, giving the velocíty as a

fi.nction of position and time. Sugawara and Michiyochi [Ref. 64] treated

a step-fi.rrction change in plate tenperature by using a nrethod of suc-

cessive approximation. In this method, the heat rvas considered to

be tra¡xferred only by conduction for the first approximation.

Dimensionless tenperature and velocity distributions were given for trvo

times for a fluid having a Prandtl m.unber of 1.0.

In 1958, a conqtrehensive study of the transíent case of free

convection from a seni-infinite vertical flat plate was presented by

Siegel [Ref. 57] who used the integral method. The plate was subjected

to step changes in terperature a¡rd heat flux in two different trials.

Three stages of behaviour ï/ere observed: larninar pure conduction,

a transient region, Ðd full convection. The ' time required to

reach the first and final stages were statecl as follows;



The conduction regine ends at time

r = 1.80 {G:50 + pr)/Gr}k

and the steady convective regime is attained at a tj¡ne

r = g.24 tL0.952 + vr)/Gr\'"

L0

(1 .2)

G.3)

A similar study was done by Gebhart [Ref. 22] to develop an approximate

solution for the transient beharriour associated ï/ith a constant heat

flux densíty at the plate. No conparable results have been presented

for the corresponding case of an isothennal plate.

A perturbation solution for vertical cel1u1ar heat transfer

was obtained by Kuo [Ref. 32]. He oçanded the dependent variables in

a series of orthogonal fi.nctions, Ðd oçanded the coefficients of these

fi.mctions as por^rer series in chosen perturbation parameters. The values

of these paraneters have to be l<ept less than one for all finite values

of the Rayleigh m¡rber Ra.

Fronm lRef. 191 introduced the time-central difference tech-

nique to sol-ve for the velocity and stream-fi.rrction equations governing

two-dirnension fluid f1ow. He studied the stability of the finite-

difference form for the vorticity equation, and, as a result, he

nodifiecl this equation by multiplying all the terms by a f.actor depend-

i:rg on the grid size, kínematic viscosity and tine-iterative increment.

One yeat 1ater, Fronrn [Ref. 20] used this technique again to solve

the Boussinesq-approximated Navier-Stokes equations of a fluid layer

heated frorn be1ow. Ve4. recently, in L972, this technique t,ras

triecl by l.ettlcborough [Ref. 30J to solve the problem of free convec-

tion in a rectangular cavity, but he stated that it did not give

satisfactorv results.
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The use of the Alternating-Direction Inplicit IADIP) methocl,

introduced primariTy by Peaceman and R¿chford IRef. 411, was adopted

by Wilkes and Churchill [Ref. 74] i¡ an atterpt to obtai¡ the tenperature

and velocity distribution for a rectangular cavíty. Th"y solved the

initial value problern of a fluid initial1.y at rest and suddenly subjected

to a prescribed thermal bor.mdary condition. The ADIP nethod has the

advantage of yielding information on the transient conditions which

exist prior to the establishment of the steady state. On the other hand,

it has the disadvantage that the Rayleigh number rm-rst be below 75000.

A good survey on the stability linrits and tire applicability

of several mrnerical methods to the solution of diffusion equations has

been carried out by Barakat and Clark [Ref. 2]. In addition, they intro-

duced the Alternating-Direction E4plicit IADEP) technique to solve such

problerns. Trials were done by Kettleborough to apply the ADEP to problems

like that of the present study, but it was fou-rd that the technique did

not work for this kind of equation. No matter how sma1l the tirne step

was rnade, irregularities soon built urp in the calculated field.

. .An e4perimental and analytical study of transient free convec-

tion in moderate and high Prandtl ntrnrber fluids l\ras presented by l4acGregor

and Emery [Ref. 34]. The effects of the Grashof and Rayleigh mrnbers, the

aspect ratio and variable properties rvere discussed. An explicít finite-

difference technique was used in conjtrrction with a Gauss-Seidel iterative

nethocl for the solution of their rclevant equation. Conrparisons were

presented of their conputed and experinental results.

In 1972, Kettleborough [Ref. S0] studied the entra¡rce effect

on the transient la:ninar tlvo-dimcnsion hcat and fluid flows betwcen two
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isothermal yertical paral1e1 plates. COmparisons were done between

results using the Si.nrple E4plicit [SE) technique alone and using the

combination of the SE and ADIP procedures. Good agreement between the

two approaches was obtained.

For other geometries and dimensions, De Vahl Davis and Thomas

[Ref" I ] obtained a nrnerical solution for the cases of free convective

fluid rnotion in a closed annular cavity forned by two concentric isothermal

cylinders a¡rd tr,r'o horizontal planes. The former case was further studied

by Thonas and De Vahl Davis [Ref. 68]. Here, a secondary flow was induced

at a critical Rayleigh nurber, causing rnulticellular motion. Aziz and

Churchill [Ref. 1] presented a finite difference technique for the

numerical solution of three-dimensional free convection'in an enclosure.

An alternating direction rnethod was applied to the solutions of the

transient parabolic equations, the energy and vorticity transport, tvhile

a successive overrelaxation [S.0.R.) technique was used for the deter-

rnination of the vorticity. Although some results were given, their

report consisted lnostly of a discussion of the various methods available

for both two and three dimensions.

The turbulent free convection boundary layer was analysed by

Eckert and Jackson [Ref. 13] for a flat plate. Th.e main result of their

work lies in the estimation of the critical Rayleigh number. They found

that the transient regine betrveen laninar and turbulent free convection

occurred at yalues of Ra between 108 a¡rcl 1010, usua.11y taken as 109

[Ref. 29, p. SZ9]. A similar analysis rvas carried out by Deardorf [Ref. Z ]

for two-dimensional convection between horizontal para11e1 plates. IIe

studiecl the eff.ect of the wiclth-height ratio on the formation of convec-

tive p¡-unes. The effect of replacing the rigid-surface bor.urdary conditions
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by free-surface conditions hras for.urd to increase the heat transfer

by L90%.

From the above survey of previous related studies, it can be

seen that most progress has been ñade in the solution of the Boussinesq-

approxirnated boundary'Iayer equations, for both steady-state and tine-

dependent free-convection heat transfer problerns. This is due to the

fact that all earlier e:perimental investigations have been carried out

on free-convection heat transfer at high vah-res of Grashof ntrnbeï,Gr',

where the bor¡rdary Layer exisis.

It is noticeable also that some work has been done using several

different arialytical and ntunerical approaches to solve the free-convec-

tion Boussinesq-approximated general equations. The rnajor difficuly
i¡ attacking such problems lies in finding the proper way to initialize
the solution and to state adequate boundary conditions.

As a general remark, it can be said that the Direct Substitution

Sirple Explicit (DSSE) nethod appeared to work snoothly for solving

steady-state problems. A1so, the Sinple E:plicit (SE) and the alternating

direction irplicit (ADIP) methods seemed to be the npst promising tech-

niques for solving the time-dependent equations.
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GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The postulates which will be applied in developing the govern-

ing equations are those pertaining to free convection heat transfer from

a snpoth isothennal flat plate to water. The convective flow is generated

solely by the tenperature-dependent density variatíon of water, in

conjtrrction with a gravitational field of strength g. This density

variation is a result of the heat transfer by aIL modes from the plate

i¡to water.

lvfany textboolcs* have discussed and analysed the set of formulae

governing the case considered in this report. These formulae are usually

designated as the Nar¡ier-Stokes, energy and continuity equations. These

equations can be derived for an isotropicrconqrre3sible, i.lewtonia¡r and

Stokesian fluid by considering momentun, energy an,i rnass conseryation

respectively. For two-dimensions, this yields [Ref. 54, pp. 5L and 254]

.UL= x
Drt

- 3P.
âxl

+ U (Vtzur) +
1¡
3*ârc

1â
3 ây'

(div V')

(div V')

(2.7- a)

Dur
Y

Dr I'

ytpc-
D'rr

ân
?

1-l

+ U (Vr 2v') +

v'ZT + po

2(u'& +v'&.)*p(U.ry:) = 0
âxf âyt ôxt âyt

Y- ðp

âyt

DD +l(
Drr

(2.7-b)

(2.2)

(2.3)

and

*See references IZ, ZI, Zg, 36, 40, 45, 54 ancl 56

T4
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with the asstuption that all properties except density are constant.

The left-side term in equations Q.Ð ætd (2.2) is frequently

called the "inertia" or "convective" term. It presents the contribution

of the convection flow to momentun and ener€lr transfer. For lol velociÇ

fields, e.g. at the very first tirre-iterative steps, this term can be

neglected to retain the caSe of pure conduction heat transfer [Ref. 28].

Equation (2.2) inplies neither sources nor sj¡I<s within the

control volune, md neglects the heat transfered by radiation. This

last assurçrtion is reasonable since the tenperature differences involved

in the considered case are very small

Now, lve can eliminate the pressure-gradient term in equations

Q.I-a-) and (2.1-b) by differentiating the first with respect to yt,

and'¿he seconci i -',;h respect to xr and subtracting. Also, rre can

introduce a dirnensional vorticity fi.u'rction 6r .jefined as

Çt = ôv' - ôtl 
e.4)

ôxr âyt

Consequently, with some lengthy algebraic rnanipulation, equation (z,r-a)

and (2.1-b) can be conbined into one equation of the form

D_r ? ! x
p_jg_ _ UVt"çr - ,. 

Cy) * _- _ (X)
DTt ðxr Ðy'

= pÇ'divf'*htâP -Dv'aP
Drl âyr D.r' âx' Q"5)
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2.I Sinplified Dilensional and NoTr-dimensional Tine-depgndent Fogns

For the case urder consideration, the Boussinesq approxination

can be introduced. This is based on the assurption that (Tn TU) is

sufficiently sma11 to (a) neglect the density variation in all terms of

equations (2,2), (2.3) and (2.5) except for the yr-direction buoyancy

term; [b) assi.une all transpårt and thermodynamic properties (apart from

the density) to be independent of tenperature; (c) neglect the ç6¡¡p¡essi-

bility effect" This. last assunption means that the time and spatial

variation of density, and as a result the pressure, can be onittedr [Ref.38l

and (d) neglect the heat dissipation by viscous effects since the dis-

sipation nunber [Refs. 23,24] is very smal1 for water (10-4 - fO-7)

under the present circr¡nstances.

On this base of assr¡i¡:tions, the continuity eo,uation (2.3)

can be reduced to be

ður*âvr = 0
âxr ðyl

We are now in a position to introduce a nehr fi¡rction which

satisfies equation (2.6) and- includes u' ard vr in one furction, that

is the strean-fi.urction ',,i.,!, defined by

(2 "6)

ur = òtþt /ðyt a¡rd vt = -ðrlt/ôx' (2.7)

The

per

streapr-fi.rrction if r physically represents the voltrnetric rate of flow

urit length. It has the dfunensions of ft3¡(sec. ft).

0:n the other hand, by applying the aforementioned assunqrtions,

substituting the value -pg for the y'-dj-rection bo<1y force Y,and
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equation (2"5) will be

rPË.-uvrzçr*gþ ar
=Q (2"8)

D'rt ðT âx'

By natcing use of equation tA - z) in Appendk A, we can say

that

(ðplar)¡ = -ßtpt (2.e)

and equation (2.8) can be written in an e4panded form as
,i,

Art \rr âT '

+ + u,E'* .r'?'l = gfu 5 + uk v'26' (2.r0)
âtt ôxt âyt - ^ âxt

Similarly, the energy equation (2.2) ca¡ also be sinplified

to take the form

âT * u,L + v, ðT - = q-v,ZT (z.IL)
ð'r I ôxt - ðYt À

Other fonns of ecluations (2.10), (2.7I) and (2.6) can be

rephrased- by introducing the definitions of the stream-fi¡rction (2.7)

and the vorticity (2.4). This yields

ðËt * ðl' âll.,'- ð6' âll.,' = eß]å + vr-v,\, (z.rz)
ðT t A xt ðyt ôyt ðx' " ^Axt K

')
AT_ + ðT ðrjr' - ðT âÚ' = oUV'"T (2.73)

â'r' âxr ðYt ðYt ðxr

and

0 = E, * yrz,¡, (2"I4)

This set of equations presents the dimensional forms of the time-dependent

vorticity, tenperature ancl stream-fu¡rction formulae respectively. For

the case undcr consideration, these equations are associated with the
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following initial and boundary conditions:

For rt <0 ;

T = Tb and ut = Vt = tr' = çt = 0 (2.1S_a)

Forrt > 0 and

atyr=1æand 0_<xt<+ôo;

ur'= 0, i.e. aü'/ ày' = 0

ðv'/ ðYt = 0

azr/ay'z = o (2"1s-b)

at Xr = + - and - -_<yt _<+ - ;

ut= 0, i.e. Ut = C,i

â v'/ â x' -.0 and hence Ç' - 0

âTlâx'- 0 (2.15-c)

at xr = 0 and -L/Z :y' < L/z ;

u'-0 therefore ú'=Ci
vf - 0 and ârl.rr/ ðx' - 0

T = Tp (2.15-d)

and at xt = 0, - - _(It < -L/2 ætd L/2 <yt _<+ - ;

uf=0 therefore ü'=Ci
àv'f àx' = 0 and Ct = 0

ATlâxr = 0 (2.15-e)

The phvsical meaning of these bounciary conditions lvi11 be

discussecl in Chapter 5.

It is convenient, for the sake of simplifying the nunerical

solution, to non-djmensionalize the equations involved j.n the analysis.

To do so, we will set the plate height to bc unity, ancl will identify
the following dimensionless pa¡anreters



co-ordinates: x=xr/Lry=yr/L

velocities:. u=r:t/v¡, v=vt/vU

dependent variables: rf = ,pt/vk, Ç = Ç'L2/vk

g= CI-rb)/Clr-rb)
and

time: T = .8, p- /Lz,t¿ L (2,16-d)

In addition, the variable node-Grashof m¡nber GrU will be defined as

z)
GrU = I ß¡ [Tp - TO) L"/vr". Q.r7)

By using the dimensionless parameters of equation (2.16) and

the variable Grashof m.rnber GrUr eeuations Q,72) to (2.74) can respect-

ively be rephrased to take the forms

jx j * -
0

0

0

ò'l)/ ðy = 0
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(2.76-a)

(2 .16-b)

(2.76-c)

(2.18)

(2.7e)

(2.20)

Q,21,-a)

,aE ôù Ðe ôü
+.-:-aJ-:-ðx ðy ðy âx

,40 Ðv a0 au+- ðx Ay èy ðx

0

a-T

â0
qT

2 ^^+ (:ï, 
-Kdx

a¡d

Transient
- term

associated with the

Forr <0 ;

Forr ) O,ândÈ-

Convection
term

follorving initial

- 1 n2n
--Vgyr

=V2tþ+Ç

Diffu- Source
sion terrn term

and boundary conditions

0=0andU=V=ü=6=0

âty=tcoandg

u=

Av/ðY =

?)
à"0þY" =

1" e.

(2,27-b)
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atX=+co¿¡d-æ

ll=

ðvf ðx =

â 0/ ôx =

at I'='0'and -0.5

1. e.

therefore

.< +0"5 ;

therefore

and

(2.27-c)

(2.27-d)

(2.21.-e)

(2.20) is

(2.79) will be

<+-i:v
v0

0

0

_rr-v2

=0

ÍY

Jd'=

Q=

atx=0and-- ,ç -0.5 and +0.5 <y : + - i

therefore ,1, = C1

and E=0

0

0

1.0

ü =c1

E=0

and fv

ðv/

ð0/

The sinilarity of the terms in equations (2.78) to

obvious. Consequently, one or both of equations (2.18) and

considered for any nulnerical discussion to fol1ow.

u=0
o,Ã - u

âx=0

2.2 Sj:nplified Dimensional 3rd Nol-dj¡ensional Steady -qtate Forns

By steady state is meant a state of equilibrir.un in which the

dependent variables change so1ely with the spatial co-ordínates. This state

can be reached as the final situation at the end of a transient process, and

it might be either stable or wrstable from the ntmerical point of view.

By a símilar manner to that used to derive the tjme-dependent

set of equations, md b)' considering all the aforementionecl assumptions

to be valid, the steady state forns of the governing equations can be

easily fornulated. Flere, the transient term of equations (2.12) to (2.74)

can be omitted to víeld



Q=Ç'

associated with the bot¡rdary conditions (2.15-b) to (2.15-e).

To fonm:late the non-dimensional forms of the steady state

case, the djmensionless parameters [2.16-a) to [2.16-c) and the variable

node-Grashof mlnberrGr¡, can be substituted into equations (2.22) to

(2.24) This will yield

ðT

âxf
and

*1

associated lvith

â rhl â rl-Y -::

ôy' ôy'

Aìp' âT

ðyt ðy'

ðTI urt, + vkvt 26'

^ vl2T*k'

2J

(?.22)

(2.2s)

(2.24)

(2.2s)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.27-e).

vt 2v

\^
= Grk "--J- a l¿4"ãx

v20

o - Ç +v'llt

the set of boundary conditions (2.2I-b) to

a6 ô{l

ðx ðy

?-e . ô_v.

ðx ðy

l_

Pr

Ð j_ . a_u.

ðy âx

âJ.Ð_U.

ày ðx
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NTJMERICAI, CONSIDERA| IONS A}JD STÁßILTTY A}{ALYSIS

The general form:lation of many physical problems involving

rates of change with respect to two or more independent variables, such

as tine, length or aag1e, 1àads to a partial differential second-order

equation of the form ¡Ref. 581

"*"d9-..+*d9-*oq9-+fô+B = o (r.1)
ôxZ ðxðy ðy2 ðx ðy

where ã, b, c, d, e, f and g may be fr.rrctions of the dependent variable 0.

This possibility occurs frequently because such equations usually repre-

sent the rnathematical forrn of one of the conservation laws in physics"

Equation (3.1) is said to be ellipticwhenb2 - 4ac < 0, parabolicwhen
)')

b' - 4ac = 0 and h1'perbolic when b' - 4ac > 0.

The nathematical solution of partial differential equati.ons

r;sual1y involves sorne difficulties and challenges. In order to circrm-

vent these difficulties, several nunerical nethods have been developed.

Of these, the finite-difference methods are the most effective and

conrnonlv used ones.

3.1 Finite-Difference Approaches

Finite-difference approaches are basic in nuncrous branches

of numerical analysis. Their inportance lies in the ease with which

Íìany corplicated operations and ft¡rctions ca¡r be discretized. Operations,

such as integration a¡rd differentiation, can then be perforrned not trpon

continuous ftnctions but rather, approxi.nately, in terms of nurnerical

22
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values over a discrete poiat set. The resulting finite-difference forms

are arithnetically sinple qnd can conveniently be progralTrned for

digital computers.

Now, by using the symbols shown in Figure (3 - 1), the first

derivative fi = df/dx at arty particular point x, can be ap¡lroximated

f'i-1
I.

1
I.

1+l-

r-1 i i+1 x
x-h x x+h

Figure (3 - 1) : Forward-, Backward- and central-Differences

by the fon¡ard-difference formula as

f: - tE - +i/h
-1 - \'i+1 -it

bv the backward-difference fonrmla as

(3.2)

(5. 5)f: = (f. -f, ")/h-1 ' 1 1-r-

or by the central-difference fornula

fi = Gi*r - fi-1) /

AS

21t (3"4)

All forms (3.2) to t3.4) are e4plicit ones. The trt¡rcation

eïror (see Chapter 5) for forward- and backward-clifference derivative

approximations are of the order [h), while that for the central-difference

formula is of the order (hz)

Alternatively, numerical approximate forms for the first

derivative can be erçressecl explicitly in terrns of the values at 3, 5 or

rnore points on one side of the considered pivotal point i [Ref' 31, p' 660] '
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The rrurre the points considered in the forrula, the higher the accurary

and the lower the truncation error will be. The "three-point one-sided

derivative" formula is a good exanple to be considered. Here, the

forward and backward forms can be written as

fi = [-3fi a 4fi+L - fi*)/zh (3"s)

and

f.l = [3f.-4f,,+f., )/Zn (3.6)I - 1 ].-L r^¿''

respectively. In this case, the trr¡'rcation error is of the order (hZ)

(see Appendix B).

In general, fonvard- and bacla,r¡ard-difference formulae are

required to coilpute derivatives at the bor-u-rdaries of any specified con-

trol volune. The central-difference form-rla is preferred and should be

used if fi¡rction-values are available on both sides of the considered

pivotal poiiii [Ref . 73].

The second derivative, at point i of Figure (3 - 1), can be

e:çressed e4plicitly in tenns of the nurnerical values of the ftmction f,

at the three points i - 1, i and i + 1¡ as

+1r = fÇ ^ )ç + f ¡lUZ*i .*i-1 --i -i*L't,,

with a tnncation error of the order (itz). This approximation is con-

sistent with the idea of fitting a second-order polynomJ-al to three

pivotal points. Usually, hre can gain some increase in accuracy by r.rsing

higher-order pol¡monials. For instance, as an alternative to expression

(3.7), the second derivative carì be obtained for five pivotal points as

fi'= ( -fi-r+I6fr-1 - 30fi a16fi+1 - fi*Z)/ UhZ (i.B)

with a tru:rcation cïror of the orrìer (h4) ( see Appenclix B) .

(3.7)
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Unfortu-ratcly, thc rouu-rcl-off error controls thc accuracl' of

the erpression as we1l. For'ery;res-sions of higher orcler of approxination,

the gain achieved by reducinc the truncation error is quickly compen-

sated by the ls55 occasioned by the increase of tjre roturd-off error'.

Other forrm,rlae for numerical differentiation ha.¡e been obtai-ned

by Bickley [Ref. 41.

The nost inportant derívative-operator in the Dresent r,,'ork j-s

Laplacian operator V2. In two-dirnensiona.l Cartesian co-ordinates, it

can be ex¡ressed as

')?
a 

^aÕUV-Vv=-+-- aadx- dy'

Applying equation (3.7) independently in both x and y

ui ñrrô r < - / |rr6srv LJ L) :'fhe Five pivotal points for two-
dimensional operators.

exnressi on rvi I I be

r? oì
\". - J

directions,

T'
I

n1-

+
h
I

_L

and adding, the resulting

(vzf; o = * f i-r,i * f i,i*r * f-i,j-t - 4fi ,l/nz 
(3'101'i+1 i

in the notation of Figure (3 - 2).

Finite-differcnce Laltlacian opcrators are ava.ilablc in fltany co-

orclinatc systens other tha:r thc Cartcsj¡ur. For cxample, Salva<lori anrl

Baron UÌef. 49, pt. 237-252.1 pïesent cy1Íntlrical and spherical co-or-clinate

forrns 
"

þh¡*h¡
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Pivotal points are not always equally spacecl. For such cases,

finite-difference derivative operators can be derived as we1l. This is
obviotis since approxinate polynomials can be fitted to unequally spaced

pivotal-point values. Expressions for the Laplacian operator y2 for such

cases have been presented by Salvadori and Baron [Ref. 49, pp. zsr - zs+]"

3.2 Iterative Techniques

The use of finite-difference fonmrlae to solve for parabolic

and elliptic partial differential equations produces a set of linear,

or non-linear, algebraic equations. Iterative methods are usua11)' the

most successful way to solve such set of equations.

The first step in developing the iterative teciuiques was the

introduction of the "relaxation methods" by Southlvel,' [Refs.59, 60]. I^,¡e

are required to solve the sirrulta:reous algebraic equations

Aå = b (3.11)

where A is a synmetric, positive and finite matrix. The aim of the

relaxation pïocess is to examine the corrponents of the residual, or

displacement, vector

tk = b-Afk (3"72)

for the current approximate solutio.r fk, and ¡nal<e successive changes

in the conqronents of /( so that the components of the residual vectòr

are steadily reduced to negligible amor¡lts.

Generally speaking, iterative procedures are to be classified

into tlvo main categories: In one, use is macle of natrix inversion

techniques as part of the iterativc cycle [Ref. ZZ ]. These are frequcntly

referred as "blocl<" nlethods; other rnethocls use only the procedure of

successive substitutions, and they arc lmown as "point" mcthods.
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lVithin the last category, there is a choice of several alternatives

[Refs. 76, 17, s8], of these, the point-Jacobi, Gauss-seidel and

successive overrelaxation (s.0.R.) inethod.s are of interest here.

In the Point-Jacobi.method*, during each cycle of iteration,
only the values of the variables produced by the previous cycle of
iteration are used. rn the-Gauss-seidel method, the updated values

are used as soon as they becorne available.

The most speedy rnethod is, in fact, the successive overrelaxation

(s.O.R.) rnethod**. Ir,ere, at each step of iteration, the variables are

overcorrected by a factor 6 ca11ed the relaxation factor. The value

of this factor is often altered between successive scans of the considered.

equation -set in an attenpt to speed r-p the rate of convergence. The

value of t¡ at which the maximmr rate of conveïgence occurs is ca1led

the optimun value. The s.o.R. proceclure has a definite advantage, for
sone t¡zpe of conputer applications, over other rnethods in that it
requires carrying as corputer memory not more than one complete set of
dependent- variable values

Frankel [Ref. 18] carried out some con.puter experiments on

different nurerical methods to differentiate between their speed of
convergence. He concludecl that the s.o.R. procedure would prove nore

rapidly convergent and more convenient for Cigital conputers than other

methods including the seconcl-orcler Richardson method.

*'fhis iterative method has nnny different other
"lrbthod of Simultaneous Displâccments" and, the
lvbthod" [Ref . 721.

**This methocl is cal1ec1 the "Accelerated Liebma¡¡r
(1955) [Ref. 18] arcl nmny subsequcnt aut]rors.

narnes. 0f these, the
"Richardson Itcrative

lv{ethod" by Frankel
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3.3 Applicable Nqrerical l{etho9s ald Jheir .Stability Analysis

Nt¡nerous nrethods have been devised for solving the governing

vorticity, tenqrerature and stream-function equations. These m.ethods

can be divided into two rnain classes. The first deals with the solution

for the steady state case and the other concerns the tine-dependent

or transient situation.

3.3.L lt{ethods_for the solutionif_Ihe steady slate equations

Several nr¡nerical nethods have been applied to solving the

equations of the steady state case. The finite-difference approxi-

mations have usually been used in these nethods for ntmrerical conputa-

tions. Three of these nethods will be discussed here along with their

stability analysis and their applicability for our case.

3.5.1.1 Direc_t Substitution Sinple Explicit (DSSE) Method

The DSSE nethod is basecl on the e4plicit finite-difference

direct representation of each term in the equation to be solved. For

instance, by considering equa-tions (2.25) and (2.26) in conjr-urction

with Figure (3 - 2), the values of the vorticity and clinensionless

terperature at the pivotal point 0 ca¡ be expressed erplicitly i¡ terms

of other dependent variables at the surrounding nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4

respectively as

60 = L (tL*e 
z

+e 3+Ç4) 1-1((i - Çùút)s- ú+)

h
z

' Gs - Çq) (Ûr - ür)Ì " c;rn (o - ê I ri 11'ì\"1 "2) \v.^v,
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and

go = l,u, + oz+ o, + oo) - þ(or - a)úþ3 - r+)

- (os - o+) (V,1 _ ü2) Ì (3. 14)

By initializing the entire field with suitable values as a first
guess, the two sets of equations (3.13) and (3.14) can be easily pro-

granrned for computer solutions. The S.0.R. technique reconrnended by

Frankel is usually r;sed to achieve such solutions. The main difficulty
lies in the estination of the simultaneous optimun o - values necessary

for maxinrizing the convergence rate. However, it seems 1ike1y in many

such conplex problens that an appreciable in.provement in convergence

rate can be achievedby a suitable guess of o - values. Moreover,

approximate optinLm o - values can be found by conputer ercperiments

without great effort.

The stability of equations (3.13) and (3.74) mainly depends on the

linearity of these equations and is greatly influenced by the order of

magritude of each term with respect to others. The convergence of the

above equations is fotmd to be restricted by three stability conditions:

(a) The sr¡n of the ¡noduli of the dependent r¡ariable on the right-ha:rd

side mtist be less than or equal to i.nity at each node of the nesh;

Cb) This sun must be less than r-mity for at least one pivotal point;

atd (c) These moduli, md the source term, must not vary too nuch

from one rycle of iteration to another.

The first condition is obviously satisfied for the trvo equations

since thc srmr of moduli is equal to one regardless of the node consi<lered"

The second condition can be satisfied by consideri.ng any boundary-node

subjectc<i to a Dirichlet boundary-conditjon. In this case, the su¡n of
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mocluli is equal to zero. The third condition is already satisfied for

eqtration (3.14) since the source term equals zero. For equation (3.13),

it is found that to satisfy the third stability-condition, the value of

the variable node-Grashof nunbcr GrU should not exceed 100. The ÐSSE

nethod applicability for our case is therefore limited by this value

of GrU. For values of GrO > 100, the DSSE method can be applied but

previous results must be supplied as initial values to any succeeding run

with an increnent value of 5 to 1-0 in GrU. This is what Gosman at a1.

[Ref. 25, p. 728] asked about in their effort to define the "sufficiently

sma11" variations.

In addition, a major factor is found to affect the convergence

of equations (3.1-3) and (3.L4), nanely, the value of the acceleration

factor ur. Forsythe and Ílasow [Ref. 16, p. 237] stated that there is a

certain optimmr value of o, at which the convergence rate of an iterative

scheme can be maximized, for each scan of computation. This value is

usually not.known prior to the solution and it may vary from one iterative

step to the next. Improper choice of this value may decrease the rate of

convergence. Onar [Ref. 37] perforned computer experinents to test these

statements for simple Laplacian and Poissonian fields. Some accelerating

values for o have been observed. At these values, the rate of convergence

was found to be fast but sti11 slolver than that corresponding to the

optirnum values. I{orvever, sorne useful schemes exist for succcssivly esti-

nating the optirnum relaxation factors for thc solution of equations in

one clepenclent variable [Iìcfs. 5, 26, 43, 44].

It is very important to entphasizc at this stage that when thc sollrce

term varies significa:rtly from onc iteration to the next, causing instability,

thc usc of undcr-rclaxation is hi¡¡h1y reconrncndecl. "Unclcr-rclaxation"

inr¡tlies that an accclcration f¿tctor, 0¡ bctwccn 0 and 1.0 is to bc
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used to achieve smoothly oscillating convergence or even stability.
Thi.s subject rr¡as studied in l95i by Ostrowski fRef" igl. As a generar

rule, the vorticity equation presents thc main source of instability.
consequently, the r.¡-rderrelaxation process nust be used here.

3.3.I.2. lJp-wind Differences Method

This is a method in which the first-order differential co-

, efficients in the convective terms of equations (z.Iz) and (2.1s) can

be replaced by finite-difference forms dependent on the direction of
f1ow. Gosman et a1. [Ref. 25] introduced this approach

to circrmvent the instability exhibited lvhen non-linear equations

governing recirculating fields of mass and heat flows are solved.

rn the present study, several trials have been carried out

applying this nethod to solve the governing equations of free convec-

tion. The procedure edribited ínstability even for very 1ow values

of GrU.

3.3.I.3 Init_ialised-Disturbances Nethod

rn 1960, Lester [Ref. 33] developed, a method for coirqruting

the vorticity and stream-function by applying the DSSE technique on

an extended node-set including 13 neighbouring nodes. The idea of the

solution was to assume a specific disturbance initially imposed on the

dependent variable at the considered pi.votal point. This r^¡oulcl yielcl

the so-callecl new value. By applyin.g the DSSE form on the closest four

surrourchng nodes, 'other vahles rvould be obtaineci to be usecl

through the D.SSI process to recalculate thc value of the crcputLdert

variable at the pivotal lloint. TTre difference between thc recalculatecl
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and the no{ valucs is presunably fixed to be some figure. At this stagc,

a correlation could bc formecl between these fixed figures and the origi-

na1ly guessed diturbances. Through this correlation, a nerv guess for

the inposed clisturbance could be calculated to be added to the value of

the dependent variable for further repetitions. The same process rvas

applied by Suriano ancL Yang [Ref. ó5] in an attempt to solve for the

case of free convection heat transfer fron vertical,and horizontal

plates to liquids.

The first rvorkers who analyzed the stability of this nethod

were Thon and Apelt [Ref. 67]. Their approach was dependent on initial

disturbances imposed one at a time on the dependent variables of a fluid

flow problem. Later on, Lester [Ref. 331 applied Thom and Apelt's approach

but with simultaneous initial clisturbances inqrosed on the dependent

variables. Suriano and Yang [Ref. 65] also used the same technique to

deternnine a convergence criterion for vorticity and temperature transport.

Despite the independent imposing of the initial diturbances on the

dependent variables, the convergence criterion derived was nathematica1-1-y

complicated an<l had no physical mea:ring. Horvever, their approach seemed to

work well for lorV ancl moderate values of Gr¡, r,rp to 70.

For the present lvoek, it can be seen tirat the restrictions stated

for tlre rso oi' t,ic ÐSSlj llctìiocl for higher GrU are stil1 valid.

In fact, the computation time is expected to be longer. No trials

were carriecl out to solve the equations of free convection using this

tecliníquc. 'fhc reason can be illustrated through the follorving analy.sis:

The valucs of GrU considerecl by Surí.ano and Yang werc 0.139, 1.0 ancl

ó?.5. No prcclictions werc statccl for thc ap¡rlicability of their ¡rroccclurc

to othcr situations involvin¡¡ hi¡¡hcr values of Gtk. llorvever,
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to get an idea about the range of usefulness of their process, 1et us

consider the domilant factor in their convergence criterion. For tJre

very first conputation step, this factor, for the tery:rerature equation,

can be reduced to be

^1gZ < hr GrU Pr (40)t < 320 (3.15)

Now, for h = 0.1, 
^0 

= O[t0-1) and Pr = 10, the maxirm¡r: a11or^rab1e Grr.

value will be 3.2 x 105. Therefore, for lamj-nar free convection lj.ÍLit,

Ra = 108, h must be 3.2 xI0-2 fo, Â0 = O(rO-fr, or A0 should be

0(3.2 x 10-J) for h = 0.1. In both cases v¡e neecl a large mesh with a sna11

grid size. ThÍs will worsen the accuracy and the stability of the

computation process (see Chapter 5).

3.3.2 l.4ethgds for Solving the Tinre-dep.endent Equations

According to Kuo [Ref. 32), a steady state can be defined

as the final eguilibrir¡n state betr¡een the temperature field. and the

fluid flow field. If this equilibriun state is stable, it must be

reached asynptotically through the use of a time-d-ependent approach.

0n the other hand, if it is urstable, it will be replaced by another

state which rnay be nunerically stable but not steady.

In the subsequent sub-sections, we will study some numerical

methods which are usually used for seeking the steady state by solving

the time-dependent forms of the relevant equations.
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3,3.2.L Perturbation Tgcþiqye

The perturbation technique is usually usecl to obtain solutions

at different orders of approximations. The zero-order solution is often

that corresponding to a very idealized and sirçlified case. For instance,

pure conductive heat transfer can be consjdered as a zero-order approxi-

rnation for the free convection case at the begiruring of the fluid motion.

The first-order approximation usually gives a better representation

of the problem. Second- and higher-order solutions usually present

nore accurate or nore sophisticated cases.

The essence of the perturbation technique lies in the choice

of a proper perturbation parameter" For sirrilarity solutions, the

sirnilarity parameter is usually taken as the perturbation parameter.

In other cases, the Grashof mmber itself can be considered as the'

perturbation paraneter.

The perturbation method cannot be used to solve our governing

set of equations. The nature of the perturbation series itself 1irúts

the value of GrO to be less than r.mity [Ref . 66].

3.3.2.2 Finite-Difference lt{ethods

The finite-difference methods used to solve the tinre-deperldent

relevant equations can be classified into trvo nain categories; namely,

"E4p1icit" and "Inplicit" techljques.

For the follorving cliscussiofl, rr,e sha1l consider equation (2.L9)

in conjurction wi.th Figurc (3 - 3) .
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t=- 
'Ax*¡.- A* ì

Figure ( 3-3) : Gricl system for finite-
difference formulation.

The node of interest here is (i, j). It is surroulded by four

nodes distant Ax and Ay as shown. Let n designate the nth ti:ne-step,

therefore, n - 1 arrd n + 1 will stand for the preceding and the suc-

ceeding tin''e- steps respectively.

I Explicit Methods

I.1 Siri'ple_Frplicit (.SE) lt{ethod

The SE nethod is one of the easiest a:rd most comnronly used

techniques to solt¡e tine-dependent fonnulae. Here, the dependent

variable at (i, j) and time (n + 1) can be e4pressed e:plicit1y in

terms of its values at the five points (i + 1, i), (i - 1, i), (i, j),

(i, j + 1) and (i, j - 1) and present time n. Accordingly, equation (2"79)

can be rephrasecl to be

(uä*t - efit/at - {(0i - ,uä. 0å) /^xz + (0å - 20ä + o\)/trzt/v'

-{(0i - uå)r,r,i - ,r,il - (0ä - ui)(vi ,llt}/+txt:

(3. 16)
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and for this case, stability can be achieyed if

I (ar!/ax)max) 
|A,r<{

L (3.17)

The SE nethod was used successfully by MacGregor and Emery [Ref.34

to solve for the transient situation of free convection in a square

enclosure. The results obtaj¡ed were in good agreement with their
experiments. rn L972, Kettleborough [P.ef.30 ] used the sE nethod in

conjunction rvith the ADIP technique [see Article II.8 in Section 3.3.2.2)

to observe analytically the entralce effect on free convection in a

rectangula'r cavity.

The SE rrethod has the advantage of being sinple and easy for

progranrning. The restriction of srna11 AT usually reouires a, huge nr-lnber

of time steps ancl represents the essential'disadvantage of this nethod.

Another disadvantage was shornn during an attenpt by the author to solve

the problem of this study by the SE method; that is, the pgeat sensitivity

of the method to the values initialising the conputation process.

Itqrroper values car.¡sed instability and divergence no matter hol snall

ÂT was made.

I.Z Alternating-Direct_ion I:qplicit (APEP) l{ethod

This method was introduced by Barakat and Clark [Ref. 2] to
solve diffusion equations (equations lilce Q.fg) without the convective

tenn). The basic principle of this meth.od is to assune that the value

of the clepenclent variable 0 at the pivotal point 0 and at the time 1evel

-.t ^n+1 1 , 1 r n+l , ^n+1n+1, 0ö , carì be represented by two fi.rrctions oO ^ and ßO'' ^ so that

uä*t = (o;*t n stn\ /z

Ay

I aUlaT)m¿x)l n zpr_ * JIL 1-1

^x 
(Ax) " (Ly)"

(3. 1 8)



associated with the condition that u and ß satisfy

diffusion equation.

By applying the finite-differences in a¡r

technique [Ref . ,], ,rä*t *a Of*l can be presented

conputation by the following forrns (see Figure (3

n+l -. Tr n n n+1 n+1-o0 - rL00, dI, o3, oZ , d4 )

and

^n+1 -,^n ^1o1- ßl*1. ß1. ßlÞ0 = rLÞ6r Þ1 , Þ3 , Þ2, F*

ruow, {*1 can be corputed e>ç1icit1y,

by narching from the point 0[1, 1) to the point
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the original considered

alternating- direction

for m¡nerical

^ 3) for notations)

(3. 1e)

(3 "20)

through equation (3.19),

at the opposite end

F(inu*, j*r*) by increasing the indices i and j by i.urity. A1so, Uä*t

can be conrputed erç1icit1y, by the use of ecluation (3 .20) , by nr,arching

in the reverse direction. As a result, tä*t can be calculated at this

tine-step (n+1) using equation (3.18)

Barakat and Clarl< declared that the ADEP methocl did not have

severe restriction on the tine step and it had the sinplicity of the SE

nethod. However, Kettleborough [Ref. 30] tried to solve equations like

that involved in the present tr'ork but the method appeared to be unsuccessful

regardless of the value of At.

I.3 Central-Difference Explicit (CDEP) lvlethgd

This methocl was introduced by Fromm [Rcf. 19] in an attenpt to

achieve stability in the solution of the finite-difference form of the

vorticity equation. The essence of this method is the use of time- and

space-centered finite-differences; i.e., the depencicnt variable at a

tirne (1 + Ar) can be calculatecl in terms of the values at both r a:rd
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(r - at) tj,me-steps. By applying this technique on the vorticity equa-

tion, and using velocity values at mid-points between the mesh-nocles

[e.g. (í, j*rr), 6*2,j), etc.), Frormn developed a nodifiecl vorticity
equation to satisfy tlo requirernents for stabirity, narnely,

( l"'l . I vl ) nrl ¡¡¡¡ -< 1 , (3.21)

and

v ntf ¡nr; ' u ,/o (s.zz)

conditions (3.2r) and (3.22) are quire similar to the inequality (3.rT)

forstabi1ityoftheten.rperatureequation(2.7g)

The CDEP inethod was used successfurry by Fronrn [Ref. z0] to

solve the equations governing free convection from a heated fluid 1a1'er.

Kettleborough [Ref. 30] attenpted to apply the CIIEP technique to solve

for the case of free convection in a rectan,gular enclosure, but the method

did not appear to give satisfactory results.

II Inqrlicit Methods

To circtmvent the time-step restrictions stated for the stability
of the e4plicit rnethods, nunerous inplicit techniques have been devised.

By using these nethods, the depenclent variable at any time

level n+1 can be e4pressed explicitTy in terms of the variable-values

at the neighbouring nocl-es at time leve1 n, æñ.for inplicitly at the sane

time 1evel n+1. Consequently, the use of this teclnique requires the

solution of. a ),arge nt.mber of simultaneous algebraic equations at each

time step. Iterative methocls, such as Gauss-Seidel or Liebnarur S.0.R.

nethods, usually appcar to be the most suitablc rvay to solve such

simult¿ureous equations. On tJrc othcr hand, accorclin¡1 to
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Fronrn [Ref. 1g], the smaller the yalue of the time-step, the more rapid

the conçrutation is. This is obyious since the speecl of the computation

process depends on the speed of the iterative cycles. The closer the

first guesses, the faster the iterative cycle can be. Consequently, by

halving the time-step, one can make the first guess.es much closer and the

nunber of steps required for convergence car be decreased by nore than 50%.

ïhree inplicit nethods will be discussed below: the sinple

inplicit, the Crank-Nicolson, and the alternating-direction i:plicit

nrethods.

II.1 Sinple Inplicit (SI) 1t'lgthod

This is the most direct method in which the dependent variable

at the time 1eve1 n+l can be e>çressed inplicitly in terms of the values

at the surrounding nodes at the same time 1eve1.

'By applying this technique, in conjr¡rction ivith Figure (3' -3),

and by assrxdng Âx = Ay = h, equation (2.19) can take the form

ran*1 _ o[ì/^.- = {el*l * e1+1 * Ftr*l - a[+1 - ¡6rl+1.,- '?toO - vT)/^'t - to1 n oZ * oS * o4 - uoO jlvr n-

- { (uT*t - uå*t) cv} u}l

- (uä*t - ul*tl (,r,T vllt¡+nz (s.zs)

This equation is r¡'rconditionally stable.

The nain disadvantage of the SI r¡ethod is the large nrunber of

iterations requirecl- for each time interval.
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II.Z Cra¡k-Nicolson Implicit ì,lethod

According to this method, equation (z.rg) can be represented

by the form

(uä*t - of)/a' = {uT*t * u|*t n uå* * u|*t - +ef,*Lt/zprhZ

iof . uI * uå . uT - +of,t /zv*z

t tuT*t - uT*t) c,l,i ,l,it - tuä.t - uä*tl (,rï - vlùtanz

- {(ui - uå)c'r,i - u}l - (0ä - ui)(.r,T - vltttsnz G.z4)

Expressions lilte (3.24) are unconditionally stable but recluire

a Targe mnùer of iterations for each time-step.

It should be enphasized here that the application of fonns

like (3.23) and (3.24) wIIt be r¡rconditionally stable regarCless of the

choice of the tine-interva1 as a fimction of the grid size. So, condition
(3.22) is not necessary to be applied.. I-lowever, the restriction on the

value of the tirne-interval in connection with the absolute -values of the

velocity conponents is sti1l valicL. This neans that for the stability of the

iterative process lvithin any tirne-step, a condition like (3.2I) should be

satisfied.

II.3

This method tvas introduce<l by Peacema¡r an<l Rachford [Ref. 4L]

in an atten'qlt to solve elliptic and parabolic equations. Forsythe ancl

u/assr,r [Ref. 1ó] cljscussed iurd analysecl this tcchnique in morc detail.
]'he process is con¡tosecl of two steps to pass from the tjne t

to the tinre r + ar, Duri.g the first step, inplicit diffcrcnces aïe
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used for the derivatives in direction x and oplicit differences are

used for the y-direction deriyatives. For the second step, the reverse

procedure is applied to each of the two clirections.

For equation (2.79), the numerical ADIP form will be

(uä*% - 0Ë)/ (tr/z) = (uï*\ - zon*% * ol*',)/vr(^*)2

+rotr-?êfl*ñ')r-3 --o.e'þ/vr(ay)"
r rnî*% ^î*%, .-,r -,fl.- 1LU1 - - 02 -JtV3 - Vil

-.(oä - til cvÏ ^ ü;)I/+rxry (s.zs)

for the first step, followed by

roo*1 - en*Lr / (¡¡ /?\L-0 "0 )/ \--t-l = @I*2 - zol+1 * ol*") /vr [^x) 
2

+ (uä*t - ,uä*t * o\*\) /vr (^y)z

- { (rT*% - uT4t cvå - uij

.(uä*t - uä*t) (úi - ,tlllt+rxrv G.z6)

for the second step.

'The nu¡rf¡er of iterations required for each tine interval is

rmch less than that required for any other irgrlicit rnethod, but sti1l

somewlr.at larger than that required for any explicit technique [Ref . 18].

The ADIP nethod rvas applied by l{ilkes and Churchill [Ref. 741

to solve the governing equations of free convection in a rectangular

enclosure. lhe main disadva:rtage of this method was fourd to lie in the

evaluation of the vorticity at the bot¡ndaries. The vorticity values at

the bou-rdary nodes were those calculated from the previous vclocity fields.

Hence, these values were always one tj.me interval bchind the rest of the

vahæs.
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The ADIP method was applied by the author, with some rnodifi-

cations, to solve the present problern. The computation sequence was

carried out in a manner such that the yelocity field was upclated at
each iterative step within each time-interval. More details of this
technique are given in Chapter ó.
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IMPROVED CO}{PUTATIOML TECHNIQUES

By computational tedurique we mean the path to be followed

while the nunerical calculations are being carried out from one node to

the next. A good technique of conçrutation is that which produces the

closest solution to the exact one in as few conputational steps as

possible.

Generally speaking, the conputation process is carried out in

two main steps. The first step usually deals with the conputation

of the dependent variables at interior nodes. This can be done by

e4pressing the governing equations in ntnnerical forins according to a

specific nr-unerical method. The second step concerns the evaluation

of the dependent variables at the bor-u-rdary nodes. For Dirichlet

bou1dary conditions, the bor.urdary values can be directly substituted.

For Nermrarur or nrixed botmdary conditions, specific fornulae should be

derived and then used. Irnproper fornulae may initiate irregularities

and cause instability or even provoke divergence of the solution'

The most conunonly used technique of conputation is tl-e

"Ordinary Technique". Here, the procedure starts by point [1, 1) at

x = 0 and y = 0 and the computations adva:rce fonrta.rd, in one node

increnent in both directions, to end at point (Ii{, JN) at x = **o

a¡rd y = Irr* (see Figure 4 - 1). This procedure of conputation is

for.u-rd to be very useful if the property being transported has a tendcnry

towarcls a specific <lirection. A1so, it allows flexibility in choosing

43
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the origin for the nt¡nerical calculations. This choice is sonetimes as

inportant as the method itself. In fact, inproper choice of the origin

may distort the physical rneaning of the results. The main disadvantage

of the ordinary technique lies i¡ its not being fast enough to con4lute

synrnetrical or homogeneously distributed fields.

The "Alternating-Direction"Technique" is another process for

the conputation procedure. In this technique, the procedure is carried

out for one cycle frorn point (1, 1) to point (IN, JN) and the follorving

cycle from point (IN, JN) to point (1, 1). This can be done by in-

creasing and decreasing the indices i and j by u:rity for each cycle

respectively. The alternating-direction tectrrique is useful

in etpressing some ntmerical e:ç1icit forrns to circtunvent the iastability

probleni in solving diffusion equations [F.ef. 2 ].

4"7 Up-down Teclïtique

This technique is iri'.proved and tried in the present work to

be used for Laplacian and Poissonian fields. In such fields, Ðirichlet

bor:ndary éonditions, on one or more sides, pïesent the main source of

diffusion into the fíeld of the property being considered; for instance,

heat or rnass transfer from e source of any shape to the surrounding

fluid.

To clarify this idea, the problem of a flat plate located at

i = l andJL . j <JH (see Figure 4 - 1) will be consiclered. If the

plate is isothermal anci there is no fluid f1ow, equatiorl (2.26) wrII

be

vzg = [ (4.1)
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condition

Expression (4.1) presents the steady state Laplacian heat-

conduction temperature fie1d.

Applying the rp-dor,r,n technique, the finite-difference

con'grutation of such fielcl is carried out by following two steps:

The first. step is erbodied in the equation

0. . = (0, : 1 + â + A * 0; ,-.r)/4.0 (4"2)-1,j - t"irj-f i-1rj "i+1,j rrJ-f

The conputation process will start fron point (1, 1) a¡d end at point

(Il.l, JN) . The second step can then be ca-rried out by using the equation

O. . = (0. j¡1 + A + ê 4 0,,,., ,)/4.0 (4.3)-iri - t"i,i*f i-1ri "irj-1 "i+1,i" ''"

a¡id by nalching from point (l,JN) to point (IN,1).

Algebraically, there is no difference bettveen equations (4.2)

and (4.3), but a renrarkable difference exists if the sequence of conr¡r-

utation is taken ilrto account. As the fielcl is being stvept from lloint

(1,1) to point (IN,Ji{) througlt equrtion (4.2), the plate acts as a

JH Vb = 0

'T' 
.*?J
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heat source and will diffuse, nttrnerically, the heat into the region abovc

the plate. If the procedure is to be continued in an ordinary computation

teclrrique, the region belorv the plate will be swept downlards Tot^/

by row and, as a result, the convergence of the entire process will be

very poor. Alternatively, by the use of the up-down technique, the

field can be swept in the second cycle of conputation from point (l,JN)

to point (IN, 1) following equation (4.51 and the heat can be diffused

fa-ster into the region below the plate. By repeating this sequence of

conputation, the diffusion of heat over the entire field can be

achieved quickly, to a reasonable approximation, in a few steps. For

instance, if JL = 15, at least 14 steps are required to cover the region

below the plate by acceptable values. 0n the other hand, using the up-

down technique this can be achieved in two steps. Ir{oreover, a reasonable

solution can be obtained. in these 14 steps.

Listing (C - 1) in Appendix C presents a progLarmne for the up-

down technique in conjr-l-rction with the S.0.R. nethod to solve for the

Laplacian tenperature fie1d.

4.2 TeJnporary-Nodes (TN) Jechnigue

Frequently, the user of the numerical techniques is urged to

halve the grid size h or to double the mesh size to achieve certain

accuracy. At the same tine, he might be limited by the ayailability

of large cor.,lruter-storage or long cor.,puta-tion time. For such circun-

stances, the TIJ technique of cornputation is highly reconrnended.

The essence of this approach lies in the way the pivotal

points are distributcd over the entire nesh. By this nethod, corputer-

storage saving can be gained by using duuny nodes for tenporary

computations.
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The mesh nodes are divided into two sets of pivotal points;

coded by Round and Cross nodes. Figure (4 - 2) shows a sample of these

nodes in the proposed grid systern.

Consider a mesh of size 2I x 3L for discussion. Here then,

the rotu'rd nodes will occirpy 11 x 16 sites, the cross nodes will occr-py

10 x 15 sites, Ðd teÍporary nodes â, b, c, d, e and f will occupy

Plate

Fzh+l IN

.T
I

2h

l_

the

can

Figure (4

vacant sites

be saved fron

- 2) Round and Cross nodes in the Grid
Systen of the TN Conrputatjon technique

in between. By this teclurique, 3I9 nodes out of 651

the computer storage (49"4).
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Ti^ro procedures rnay be applied to carry out the computations.

In the first, the conqlutatioris nray progress by keeping j constant and

changing the colum'r-inclex i. This techniclue is called horizontal srveeping.

Vertical sweeping, on the other hand, can be carried out by keeping i

constant and changing the index of rolvs j.

In these two techniques, the goal of the conputational proce-

dure is to evaluate sinultaneously the dependent variables at each of the

[irj)rs cross and ror:nd nodes in the sane coxnputational step.

Generally speaking, the value of any dependent variable at a

particular pivotal point can be computed by the r-rse of the r¿pdatec1. values

of all dependent variables at the four surround-ing nodes " This is tn.e

in all finite-difference fonnulae rvìúch have been derived in the present

work. Cln this base, if the round and cross nodes, over the rvhole nesh,

are initializeð by suitable values, the tenporary values of the depenclent

variables at the nodes a,brc,d,e and f can easily be cornruted by applying

the corresponding finite-difference fonnulae. These temporary values will

not be stored r.u-rtil the conputational grcle is terminated, but instead,

they rvi11 be cancelled by the nerv tenporary values lvhich will be computed

in the next con'putational step. That is rvhy this technique does not

need storage as large as that required for an ordinary grid system.

At this stage, the (i,j)'s rourd and cross nodes are surrou-rded

by four qodated corynutecl values at the tenrporary nodes. Iience, by

substituting these temporary values into the proper finite-difference

formulae, the values of the c'lopendent variables at the (i,j)'s rourd a¡rd

cross pivotal points can be conqruted simultaneously in the salre corltllutational

step. These upclatecl values at the roturcl a¡t<l cr:oss nodcs have to be
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stored for the subsequent conputational cyc1e.

To proceed further, the cor.r¡rutational process of the depen-

dent va.riables can l¡e adva¡ced horizontally to the (i+lrj)ts round and

cross nodes, or vertically to the (irj+f)rs nodes. In either approach,

as it was rnentioned earlier, new associating tenporary values have to be

conqruted at new sites of the nodes arbrcrdre and f using the already

conputed updated values of the dependent variables at the (i,j)ts rould

and cross nodes.

At the end of any coÍputational ryc1e, aII values of the depen-

dent varia.bles at the interior round and cross nod.es would be conputed

and stored, ivhile the tenqrorary values would be cancelled. except the last

six values for the last con..putational step.

For the nodes in the vicinity of the bou-rdaries, the temp-

orary values at the bourdary-nodes can be substituted directly f.or Dirichlet

bor-urdary conditions, or they can be taken as an arithmetic average

for Neurarur botn-rdary conditions. For other situations, fornulae have to

be derived.

For the bor-urdary nodes ( round nodes only ), a ten'porary rralue

has to be conq.ruteC at a nid-rr'ay pivotal point, such as point g. This

tenqrorary value, in turn, is to be substituted into the corresponding

finite- difference fonmrla ;

It should be nentioned here that the truncation error

of a nunerical approach depends mainly on the numerical fonn-

ulation, and the rouncl-off error clepends on the total nunber

of the computational steps. On the otlter hand, it can be said , from

present cornputer e4peri.nents, that thc stability of any corrputational
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procedure nìainly clepends on the mesh and gricl parameters ¿ls ive11 as thc

type of eqtrations to be solved. The gricl system antl conqrtrtation technic¡le

influence both the converflence rate and the accuracy of the results.

For a TN teclurique, in conjunction with an iterative method,

the tn¡-rcation error depends on the order of approximation considered

in the Taylor,s e4pansion uied and also on the grid size. The stability

and convergence criteria are those corresponding to an ordi-nary grid

system, i.e., for the steady state equations Q.25), (2.26) and (2.27) 
'

the following inequality should be satisfied [Ref' 33]

o < hLF:p/v < 4o
(L L\

By applying the TN technique, the accuracy can be inproved by

ha1'r¡ing the grid stze. This will require the same conqruter storage

needed for a¡. ordinary technique with doubled grid size.

This tecJrnique has trvo main advantages. Narnely

á reduction in cornputer memory by nearly one half can be achieved and'

an appreciable shortening ot the tine required for computation is obtain-

able.

The nain disadvantage of the TN teclmigue is the conqrlexity

in the programming Process.

Program-listing (c - 2), in Appendù C, presents the TN

conputation technique in conjtnction with the DSSE m-ethod' This sub-

routinc cal be used to solr¡c the steady state equations (2.25) to (z'27)

w"ith a t¡alue of Gr,. as high as 500.



CI{AI/TER 5

OI}IER FAC"IORS INFLUENCING TIIE

CO\4PLIATIONAL PROCEDURE

5.1 Bourdary Conditions

It is vey important to define the physical and numerical mean-

ings of the infinity-distance for botmdary conditions. Physically, it means

ihat the borndaries are far enough from the consiclered. region that they d.o

not interfere with the process. Ntrnerically, it neans that the boundary

conditions which are applied should not significantly affect the solution

or even force it to represent another physical situation.

For the case of the vertical flat plate considered in this work,

improper representation of the infinity-distances may have an appreciable

effect whj.ch might convert the problem to the case of free convection in a

rectangular cavity. This situation rvas observed in some trials ( see

Chapter 6 ) using an infinity-distance of three to six times the plate-

height. A distance of six to ten tines the plate-height was fowrd to

adequately approximate the infinity-distance and to give satisfactory results.

On the other hand, the boundary conditions which are to be imposed

on a numerical solution shoulcl be selected carefully. Inadequate assrmrption

of o¡re of the bounclary conditions may cause di.vergence or produce solutions

which are stablc but do not conform to the physical problem.

In the prescnt work, it was found that it is very difficult to

apply the bormclary con<litions, rvhich were usecl previously in experimcntal

studies, to get thc corresponcling nunerical solution. Thc reason for that

will bc discussed latcr in this chapter, in section S.5.1.

51
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Generally speakin.g, the boulclary conditions have to satisfy

two requirements; (a) They rm-rst have a real physical meaning; and

tb) They nmst produce consistent results with previous thcoretical or

experimental work for the same case. Despite these two requirements,

Elder [Ref. 15] introduced vorticity-bou"rdary conditions which had no

physical meaning, and Suriano .a¡rd Yang [Ref. ó5] proposed contradictory

zero values for the vorticity and velocities on the bor¡rdaries at

infinity.

In the present work, several bor.rrdary conditions t.,Iere attempted.

The result of these trials with some physical ancl nunerical discussion

will be given in Chapter 6.

The final results, presentecl in Chapter 7, r,vere obtained by

applying the following bor-nldary conditions (see Figure [5 - 1) ) :

a) IsotheryL1.Rj.gid Wa11

T'his conditionrvas apnlied onthe plate-surface facing the con-

trol volu.ne rmder consirferation, The plate is assumed to be isotherrnal

at a tenperature , Tp , (Up = 1.0) for the steady state case. For the

time-dependent solutions, the platelvas assuned to be at the bulk

tenqreratut" rlb,(00 = 0) for T < 0" At 'r = 0, the plate-surface tempera-

tureivas subjected to astep change fron TO to Tn and kept constant at Tn

thereafter. Neither functional variation in the plate-surface tenpera-

ture noï constant hea-t flux cases rvere triecl.

Assurning no slip on the plate-surface and no f,loiv into or out of

that surface, it is obvious that u = 0 an<l v = 0. This irnplies that the plate-

surfacc ís a strea¡n line of constant value ü = C and the normal gradient

p = O,Thc v¿rlr,rc of C was arl:itrarily chosen as 0, These assurnptions
äx
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Fig. (5-1) : Co-ordinate System, l.lumerical Dime¡rsions

and Boturdary Con<litiolts
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also veriff the existence of eddies in the vicinity of the plate surface.

The vorticity at a boundary node 0 can be coirputed by using the yalues

of the stream-fi¡-rction and vorticity at the closest trvo pivotal points

in the x-direction. The fonmrla used is presented in detailed deriva-

tion in Appendix B. The use of the three-point one-sicled derivative

fornn:la, to substitute for the first derivatives, produces equation

(8.13) with a truncation error of the order ttz). Since ü0 = 0,

equation (8.13) can be si:nplified to be

60 = (-aür * þì/hz + (4Et - eù/s (s.1)

b) Surface of Svnrnetry or Free Surface

This conditionrvas applied tothe bor:ndaries at x = 0,

+0.5 <y 
_< +8.0 and -2.0 .y < -0.5; and at x = +gr -2.0 :y _< +g.0. In

this case, the velocity in the nomal direction to the boundary, u, is
assr¡ied to be zero. Physically, this neans that there is no fluid
flow across ttLe bor¡-rdary which nolf presents a constant value strea:n-

line p = C. The value of C r.vás arbitrarily chosen to be zero on the left
side boundaries, md to take the corrputed value of rl.r at the node (IN-1,1)

for the rig.ht side bor-u-rdary.

It wàs assumed also that there is no shear stress at such bor¡r<i-

aries on the control-vohme surface, i.e ., ðvþ x = 0. This, with

the assrmption that u =0, implies that the vorticity will be zero

according to equation (2.4).

The surfaces of synmetry ttr€re âssunccl to bc acliabatic. The

bounclary conclition rvhich satisfies this requirement is â0/ôx = 0. For

the nuncrical solution, a three-poi.nt one-sidecl derivati.ve fonnula is

usecl to compute 0 at the bouurdary nocles.
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c) Non_ Conducting OPen-Surfac9.

Two conditions for temperature and velocities were applied here

For tenperature, there is no heat transfer by conduction in the

y-.direction, i.e., a1þy - 0. Thus the heat is transferred only

by the free convective flor^¿" The finite-difference for-

mr1a used to evaluate the tenrperature at the boundary nodes for such

surfaces is presented in detail in Appendix B, Section 8.5. Equations

(8.17) and (8.18) present the forward and backward formulae to be applied

for the lower and upper bormda-ries respectively'

For velocities, it wasassumed that the horizontal velocity u

vanishes, ivhile the gradient of vertica-l velocity v, in the y-direction,

is equal to zero. That means that the fluid is crossing

the boundaries in a vertical direction with that velocity which has

been achieved at the bornclary due to the action of the buoyancy force'

As a result, the nornal gradient of the stream-fi'u-tction

vanishes, md the value of il at these boundaries can be conputed by

applying the three-point one-sicled derivative form-rla. The vorticity,

on the other hand, can be evaluated by using equation (2,4) for the

non-dimensional case.

5.2 Initial Values

The choice of the initial values is a major factor which con-

trols the speed, stability an<1 accuracy of the nunerical solution'

As a general approach, tlre initial values ca:r be one of the

following possibilities:

or Constant Valucsa) Tero

These can bc supplicrl for all nocles except those of Dirichlet

bounrlary conclitj-ons. For thc prcscnt rvork, the zero-v¿rluc assulnption is
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found to be Very poor for conyergence especially when the expected

results are of h-igh orcler of magnitude C104 - fO6). The finite-

difference approximate solution revealed i¡stability for the steady

state case regardless of the values of the relaxation factors. For

the tine-dependent solution, very 1ow values for the ti-me increment

should be used for the first'computational steps. Consequently, zeTo

i¡itial values rvere aninrproper choice to Start with. Hotvever, great

inprovenent is achieved by assuning very 1ov¡ uriforln initial values

for tenperature, 3 x 10-4, and keeping the initial values for the

vorticity and strean-function as zeros. This is the technique by

which the final results presented in Chapter 7 were obtained.

b) Arithretically-Averageô Vâ1ueå

This ¡neans that the arithr¿sfis average of the nd-ninrun and

naxjlmnn values, stated by Dirichlet bormdary conditions, can be used

to initiate the entire nodes over the control volume.

This assunption nay help in solving sirrple probler,s such as

Laplacian or Poissonian fields. However, in the present corqrlicated, non-

linear Case'with three dependent variables, the arithmetic average assunp-

tiondas found to distort the results at the regions far from the plate.

I4creover, it provoked divergence and severe instability.

c) LinearlY-IJistributed Values

In this case, the initial values are linearly distributed

over the control volume by using the Dirichlet boundary conditions, rvhich

night be specified in the problen, as minimrun ancl nlaximuln values.

For the fir,o-dinrension case consiclerecl in this thesis, the

initial values rvere distributecl lincarly by colurns and by rols in trvo
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different atterqrts to achieve stability, but this technique did not help

rnrch. Better stable procedure could be achieved by using rectangular

linear distribution but the results were not consistent rvith any previ'ous

experimental rvorli.

d)P
This is the most eff,icient and higlr-ly reconÏnended technique

to initialise a conplicatecl problem. The conloutation procedure is

started by obtaining a solution for a sinqllified forn of the governing

equations rr,ith the s¿me bourr<lary conditions as the main problern' This

can be carried out using one of the previous initialising techniques'

The resulting approximate solution is used thereafter as a first guess

for the required case.

Another technique is to start rvith the sane governing equation

but for dependent variables of 1ow order' -r rlagnitude' For instarLce'

results of a process for Gr = 0(1.0) can be used to initialise a

progTalmne for Gr = 0(20.0). Ttr.is, in turn, can be used to initialise

a Gr = 0(100.0) Progralme, md so on'

These trvo techniques vrere appliecl in some trials described in

chapter 6. some results rvere obtainecl, but they were not reasonable'

The reason for this lies in the nature of the equations governiug any

free convection case. Since the momentun ancl heat transfer equations

are interrelatecl, the principle of superposition could not be applied'

5"3 llxit Criterion

The choice of the exit critcrion is vcry critical and

importart for ar¡, nr-ureric¿11 proceclurc. Ily this critcrioll rvc mcan the

pa¡anìetcr by rvhich the uscr of tlie nrmerical tcclur'iques calì judge
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the convergence atd accuracy of the results. At the same tì-rne, the

criterion can be used to stop the prograrn when it reaches a

specific va1ue.

The frequently used criteria are the displacenent vector,

displacement norm and relative displacement norm.

The displacement'o"àtot D at the tth ,t"p of computation is

defined as the difference between two Succesive values of firj Pto
fh

duced by the mf,n and the (m - 1)t" steps. It can be e>çressed as

o(m) = {(m) _ ,(rn-1) (s.z)

The displacernent norm I lll I can be defined as

llnl I = /ræ (s.3)

i1

llnll = tlr, l (s.4)
'1

or

llnll = loi*ol (s.s)

Any of the forrns (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) can be used successfully for apre-

liininary check on the convergence rate. It is hoped tha-t as the

solution proceeds, I lOl I value decreases to reach the ter¡rinating value.

Form (5.5) is very useful to find the location of maximr'un elror'

The relative displacement norm can be defined as

I lql l¡ | lgl | (s.6)

|lUl l/nurber of nesh nocles (5'7)

OT

cl lql l/llål l),,' - (llul l/ll{l l)*-r. (s. 8)

where llgl I is the depenclent variable norm defined as f lfil, and fr's
1

are the updated values.
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Forrn (5.6) is the most conrnonly used one. It gives a fairly good

idea about the rate of convergence. The criterion will have a high value

where the conputation procedure is started by any kind of initializing

process. As the procedure progresses, I lOl I will clecrease. As a result

the ariterion will decrease ultil it reaches the terminating va1ue. The

smaller the value of the criterion at the tenninating step, the closer the

final numerical solution will be to the exact one.

Fonn (5.7) gives a very good measure of the convergence rate,

t it ca¡not be used as an exit criterion especially if high accuraq

required.

bu

ís

Forn C5. B)

dependent procedure.

is very useful in checking the convergence of a tilre-

It is a very sensitive tool l^/ith high accuracy.

5.4 Relaxation Factor "û.)"

The relaxation factor is sometimes ca1led the "kicking factor"

This name is based on the fr¡-rction of that factor. It kicl<s the nunerical

solution fon^¡ards or ba.ckrvards to a better and more stable one by using

oyer* or r¡rder-relaxation techniques respectively.

The over-rela-xation process is usually appliecl in an attempt to

inprove the rate of convergence. llnder such circunstances, the relaxa-

tion factor is for.rrd to be at its optimun yalue. Numerous formulae

can be found for the estimation of that optimum value, but all of

these ¿eal with one equation in one dependent variable. As a general

ru1e, estirnated values give a good guess foruopt to start the solu-

tion with. Computer experiments carried out by Onar flìef, 37) shovred

that the exact valucs of oopt alrvays differe<l from thc estimatccl

ones by 5 to 15 percent, 'lhe reasQn for this lies in the apparent
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difference between the idealized calculated estimates and the real valucs

computed.

For more than one dependent yariable, the analytical estir.,ation

of ,op, is very difficult. It is nn:ch easier in such cases to carry

out sorne conputer e4periments to find the value of ropr.

Lhrder-relaxation is. frequently used- when the convergence features

severe oscillation. For such cases , a value 0 < ,oirt < 1 v,¡-i11 help as

a darping factor.

For the case studied in this rvork, the ana1-ytical estimation

of ,opt, for the three dependent-variable equations, was out of the question.

Alternatively, some colllputer experinents v/ere carried out using values

for r¡'s between 0.2 a:rLd L,9, Two sets of three optimum relaxation fac-

tors for vorticity, stream fi¡'rction and tenperature respectively have

been achieved. They are (0.82, 1.83.and 1.67) and (0.82, 1.65s ancl 1.47).

5.5 Errors

5.5.1 Theoretical and Ideali_zed Asstunptions Error

In conparing e4perir:rental and theoretical works, the difficulties

of dr'plicating in an e4perìment the idealized situation encounterecl in the

nunerical treatment should be considered. These difficulties can be

sr¡rnnarized as follorvs [Ref . 14 ] :

a) The theoretical postulates state that the only motion in the fluid

is that wÌlich results fron the existence of the heatecl surface.

In practice, convection currents ( causecl by outsicle effects or other

parts of the apparatus) ancl other florv di-sturbances arc extremely difficult
to strppress entÍrcly.
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b) Despite the preci-sion with which the heat input can be rneasured and

controlled, some r:sua11y leaks by processes other than ffee con-

vection. Conduction along sr-rpport and leads and radiation may not be

estimated accurately.

c) The "infinite volume of fluid at a uniform temperature" may in fact

be a comparatively smal1 bulk of fluid in a fi¡ite enclosure.

d) A finite flat plate must have edges, and their shape and size is

not accounted for i¡r-.the ntrnerical treatments.

e) It is difficult to i¡sure that the flow of fluid a¡d heat are sub-

stantially two- dÍrnens ional .

5.5.2 Tt'r-ncation Error

The tnmcation erlor is the major errol in all nunerical

solutions and it is very inrportant to be considered. This error is a

result of ignoring higher order terms in the Taylorrs

e4pansion used to derive all finite-differerrce forrm;lae. The value ot

this error depends mainly on the grid size h. It night be of the order
/\

of h, h- or h" according to the order of approximation.

The truncation error camot be rnade vanishingly small by any coÍtpu-

tation technique, since the nethod itself is an a-pproxina-te one. To

get better approximations, higher order polynornials, or srnaller grid

sizes can be considered in deriving the m¡nerical formulae. In these

two cases, th€ requi.red accurac)/ nnay be achicvecl but witli rnore corputa-

tion steps" 0n the other hari', these processes are limited in their ap-

plications because another error beco¡rcs important as tlre ntmber of

operations in the conrputation increascs. Tris is thc rorurd-off cr-ror.
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5.5.3 Rourd-off Error

Rotttci-off error is mainly a computational error. It depends

on the way in which the conputer reads, stores and erçresses nunbers.

Any:nu'nber is rounded-off , leaving an approxinate figure to be used in

corputation.The largerthentlnber of conputational steps, the l¿¡gsr the

acct¡ru1ation of the round-off error will be.

C€nerally speaking, the value of the rotnd-off error is fairly

smal1 conpared with the value of the truncation error. However, for

huge ntunbers of conputations, the loss in accuracy due to the accrmulated

round-off error may reach an appreciable value which balances the gàin

achieved by reducing the tn-rrcation error.

5. 5.4 Conpùtâtión-technique, Error.

This error can be controlled by the choice of the exit criterion,

that is, horv precise the fi¡a1 result should be. An exact solution can

never be actúeved numericalLy even for an infinite nunber of conurutations.

This is obvious since the nunerical fornnrlae used have been alreaðy

approximated and a tnncation error always exists.

The conputation-technique error is mainly influenced by the

choice of the initial values. The closer the choice to the exact solu-

tion, the loler the value Of the erroT. A1so, this error depends on the

nunber of conputations and the progranrning technique. in addition to

the nunerical technique used for contputation.
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5.6 Grid Systen

Di-fferent gricl systems can be used for the conrputation proccdurc.

The choice of any particular grid system mainly depcnds on thc requircd

accuracy, the geometry of the problem and the type of the numerical

approach used.

The ordinary, equally-spaced grid system is the nost conunorily

used one. In such systens,the grid size h can be as high as 0.2 and as

low as the round-off error accu¡m-rlation pernrits. Unequal grid-spacing

in tr^ro directions ean be applied. The ratio "k" betlveen the trvo grid

sizes can be as high as 4. Values over 4 nay cause severe instability.

This is due to the nature of the Taylorts e4pansion and the approximations

involved in it. Fr¡rctional spacing may be rised to study a required

region near the boundaries or study the entrance regions in heat transfer

problems. T\nro or more regions lvith different grid sizes car be i.rsed when

it is required to studyaparticular region with sone erpl"asis. This

approach is reconmended to achieve high accurary within this particular

region and at the same tine, prevent the accr¡nulation of the rou:rd-off

error over the entire control volume.



$IAFTER 6

RESULTS OF PRELIIvIINARY TRIATS OF

MMPUTATIOML TEGINIOT]ES

ó.1 Steady-State Solutions

The Direct Substitution Si.lnple E:plicit (DSSE) method r.rhich rvas

discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1, was used to solve for the steady-

state case of the present work. The results ivhich will be presented in

this Chapter, Section 6.I.2, and in Chapter 7, had the same features of

the convergence, accuracy and reliability discussed in detail in Appendix E.

All the prelininary and final results for the steady-state and other cases,

with their numerical conditions, are surTrrnarized in Table (6-1) . Detailed

discr:ssion about each case will be done when it is necessary.

6.1.1 DSSE Method with Ordinary and TN Grid Systems (Closed-control -

volu'ne Boundary Conditions)

6.1.1.1 General Remarks and Observations

Equations (2.25), (2.26) and @.27) were solved by the use of the

Direct Substitution Sinrple E>ç1icit (DSSE) method. The finite-difference

forms were similar to expressions (3.13) and (3.14). The resulting set of

simulta¡reous equations were solved by applying the Successive ûver-Relaxation

(S.0.R.) technique" The boundary conditions hrere those corresponding to an

enclosed recirculating control volume. This means that the rvhole region lvas

enclosed by a stream line of a constant value (,1, = 0). The lower and r-rpper

boun<laries were treated as isothermal rigid walls in sorne trials, or as
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adiabatic free surfaces in others. At the right boundary, an isothermal

rigid wal1 bor¡rdary condition was applied.*

Eighty-eight nnning trials were carried out by applying differ-

ent initializing processes and by using different values of the relaxation

factor, tr, with several rnesh and grid sizes. Also, the effects of the

sequence of computing the three dependent variables, ffid the procedure used

for the conputational process were studied. In addition, the effects of

ctranging the Prandtl and Grashof mrmbers were investigated by computer.

The following results t¡ere obtained:

a) By using an ordinary grid system, solutions were obtained for values

of Gr up to 100. Values of Prandtl nunber of 0.72r 9.0, 10.0 and 12-8 were

successfully attenpted. The last value, 72.8, represents the average value

of Pra¡rdtl nunber for water in the tenperature range of interest þetween OoC

and +oC). For Gr > 100, instability occurred in the vorticity conputational

q¡c1e. Stable solutions were found to be achievable for such cases if

previous results were used as initial values for any subsequent tria1, r,vith

Grashof mmber increments of 5 or 1ess.

b) Solutions for Grashof mmber up to 500 were obtained by using the DSSE

method with a Ternporary-Nodes (T1'l) grid system. The initial values used

were either the results o1. a trial for Gr = 100, in which an ordinary grid

system was used, or previous results for a low Grashof m¡nber trial in rvhich

the TN computational technique itself lvas used. A Grashof m¡nber increment

of ZS to 50 for trvo successive runs coul<l be used in the latter case.

* See Chapter 5, Section 5.1 for the physical meaning of the boundary
conditions.
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c) When zero initial values for all dependent variables were used, the

convergence rate was found to be very s1ow. On the other hand, it was

observed that the rate of convergence was appreciably improved by initial-
izing the terperature field rvith values linearly distributed by columns

from 1.0 to 0.0, or by using rectangular linear distribution for the

stream-fi¡rction in addition to columr linear distribution for the tempera-

ture field. The vorticity was always initíalized by zero values i¡ all
cases.

d) Different conbinations of the relaxation factors lvere used with their

values lying between 0.2 and 1.0. The follolving results were observed:

d-1) tlnder-relaxation ltas found to be more successful for the iterative

solution of the vorticity equation. The higher order of magnitude of the

source term in suctr equations with respect to other ternts, necessitated

the use of r.mder-relaxation as a damping process. It was for:nd that values

between 0.ó and 0.9 could be rxed successfully as under-relaxation factors.

d-2) The stability of the rp-equation was for¡rd. to be dependent mainly on

the stabilíty of the e-equation. Oyer-relaxation was applied with values

for the over-relaxation factor, o, befiueen 1.1 and 1.9. The choice of the

¿,r-value for the r!-equation depended on the choice of the value of o used

for the O-equation. In fact, the value of o used for the r{.,-equation was

fou-rd to be always higher than that used for o-equation.

d-3) The convergence of the tenrperature equation was found to be absolu-

tely stable urrless the convergence of tl're 6-equation was severely unstable.

Over-relaxation was used successfully with 0r-values ranging betrveen 1.2

and 1.8. Under-relaxation of the 0-equation appeared to create instability

in the convergence of the other cìepcnclent-variable-s cquations.
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e) Different mesh and grid sizes were

2I x 3I with h = 0.2

30 x 53 with h = 0.2

30 x 50 rvith h = 0.1

31 x 81 with h = 0.1, md

used

16 x 41 + 15 x 40 rvith h = 0.1 for a TN computational technique.

As a general remark, it was found that the larger the mesh size,

the better the botrndary conditions at infinity were represented.

f) The best sequence of computation of the three dependent variables rvas

for:nd to be 0 + ç -+ t. This was depended on the nature of the dependent-

variables equations. They were interrelated in such a\\ray that the result-

ing r-rpdated ni¡nerical values of any variable had to be used as soon as they

became available (See equations (2.25) and (2.27)). Alternative sequences

were used, such as if + 0 -> 6 and 6 -> qr -+ 0, but the rates of convergence

in both cases were fotmd to be slower.

6.I.I.2 Results and Plots

Of all the prelirninary trials which have been carried out in the

present rnrork, two particular ones are discussed here. In spite of the fact

that they were not representing the physical situation considered in the

present work, yet they gave a good idea about the difficulties in inrposing

improper boundary conditions and using inaclequate distances for the boundary

conditions at infinity.

In the first trial, the steady state equations (2.25) to (2.27)

were solvecl by using the DSSII rncthocl with an orclinary grid system. The

mesh size uscd was 30 x 50 rvith h = 0.1. 'lhc plate rvas locatcd at a
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distance of 1.7 times the plate height away from the lower borxrdary. The

enclosed-control-voltme boundary conditíons hrere applied and over-relaxation

was used with ûr-values of 0.9, 0.9 a¡rd 1.6 for ç-, ü-, Ðd O-equations res-

pectively. The sequence of computing the dependent variables was 0 + 6 + ü.

A constant value of 100 rvas assigned for the Grashof nunber and the prandtl

nunber was chosen to have a constant value of 9.0. Using previous results

of a Gr = 20 rr-u'r, as initial values, the computational pïocess converged

after 64 iterative steps with relative displacement nol:Tns less than l% for
all dependent variables.

In the second trial, the DSSE technique was used with a TN grid

system. The mesh size rvas 31 x 81 (1ó x 41 + 15 x 40) with h = 0.1. The

same values for the relaxation factors and the same sequence of conputation

were used. The platewas located a distance of 3.2 times the plate-height

frorn the loi,ver boimdary.

Tlpical stream lines produced by the DSSE method rvith a TN grid

tectrrique are shotun in Figure (6-1). The value of the Grashof nunber was

kept constant at 100, and ß was assulned to be constant and positi-ve. As

a result, the convective flow near the plate rvas fu1ly uplvard.

From Figure (6-1), the effect of the enclosing bouldary conditions

is noticeable. No flow is allorved to cross the constant ú = 0 boundaries,

and the recirculating stream-1ine pattern results.

The flow approaching the plate at lolv velocíties ís accelerated

by the convective heat transferred in the plate-region. In this region,

the horizontal component of velocity almost vanishes while the vertical

component of velocity reaches its maxinun va1ue. At the uppcr borurdary,
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the fluid is forced to flow horizontally and the vertical component of

velocity vanishes. The stream-1ine loops are closed by downward vertical

florv at high speed near the right boundary at x = 3.0, and almost hori-

zontar flow at the y = -2 bot¡rdary, The stream-1ine loops have been

observed by Suriano and Yang [Ref. ó5] for the vertical flat plate a¡rd a1l

other work done for free convection in a rectangular enclosure [e.g., see

Refs. 8, 20, 30, 341.

Tlpical vertical velocity profiles, produced by applying the DSSE

method with ordinary and TN grid systems are shown in Figure (6-2). The

velocity at the plate is zero (no-slip assumption). As the distance x

increases, the velocity increases until it reaches its maxi¡.l¡n value, then

decreases passing the zero value to reach its maxfum¡n negative value and

then increases agaín to a prescribed zero value at the x = 3.0 boundary.

The positive and negative values of velocity correspond to the uplvard a¡d

downward directions respectively.

Figure (6-2), like Figure (ó-1), shorvs the effects of the inproper

choice of the borlldary conditions and the inaccurate presentation of the

infinity-distances on the numerical solutions. By comparing each of these

two stream-1ine loops with those for a rectangular cavity obtained by

De Vahl Davis [Ref. B, Figs , 2 and 7), it can be seen that the application

of these improper conditions clistorted the solution to that which corres-

ponds to the case of free convectj-on in a rectangular enclosure.

The constant-vorticity 1ines, shoror in Figure (6-3) illustrate

the reason for the instability which characterizes the numerical approach

used to solve the vorticity equation, when inproper boundary conditions
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are applicd. Very strong, pôsitive, smal1 eddies are generated adjacent

to the plate lvhile the bulk region is covered by 1arge, rveak, negative

eddies. Very strong but srna1l positive edclies are observed at the plate

edges. In this particular case, they have appreciable influence on the

entire fie1d, since the mesh size is not large enough. In the trial ivhich

will be discussed in Section 6.2, open boundary conditions were used to

elinrinate the florv-recirculation and the eddies generated at the infinity
boundaries.

The isotherms shor'¡n in Figure (6-4) have the same shape as those

obtai¡red by Suriano and Yang [Ref. ó5] for Ra = 50. At the rpper bor.rndary,

the boundary conditions compel the high-temperature fluid to flolv dorurvard

near the right bor,urdary. This behaviour can be clearly noticed in the

y = 0 temperature-profile shown in Figure (6-5). Close to the plate, the

tenperature gradients are in fairly good agreement with those of the

boundary layer solution obtained by Ostrach [Ref. 38] for Gr = 100 and

Pr = 10. Far from the plate, the recirculated fluid at high temperature

appeared to distort the profile causing a positive tenperature gradient

starting at x = 0.8. Close to the right boundary, the tenperature starts

to decrease again to reach the prescribed value of. zero at the boundary

itself.

The conputed average I'lusselt ntmbcrs* are 3,0317 and 4.2057 fo-r

ordinary and TN grid systens respectively, with the associated nunerical

parameters for eacll. Based on a formula stated for the boundary-Iayer

similarity solution of Ostrach, and derived by Gebhart [Rcf. 2I, P. 336],

* Derivation ancl fornrulation of thc Nlü eqrrcssion nray be found in þpcndix B.
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the calculated value of ffi is 3.4827. By comparing the present results

with this bowrdary-layer calculated va1ue, it can be seen that the present

values have maxirnum deviation of 20.7%.

6.L.2 NSE Method with Ordinary Grid Systern (Open-Control-Volume Boturdary

Conditions)

The open bo¡ndary conditions have been stated by equations (2.2I-b)

and (2"2I-c), ffid have been presented in Section 5.1. Under such conditiors,

the fluid r{as supposed to flow vertically at the lower and the upper bor.rrd-

aries. As a result, the stream lines would be normal to these boundaries.

The right bor-rndary was treated as a free surface. The other bormdaries

have been treated as described in the previous trial which has been studied

in Section 6.1.1. These bor.urdary conditions were applied for a mesh size

of 91 x 101 with h = 0.1 to solve the steady-state equations (2.25) to (2.27).

An over-relaxation technique was rxed with r¡-values of 0.82, 1.83 and 1.67

for 6-, ú-, and O-equations respectively. The Grashof nulber was maintained

constarit at a value of 1. 0 and ß was assumed negative. The Prandtl nunber

was fixed at 10.0.

For an isothermal vertical flat plate located at a dimensionless

distance of 2.0 from the lower boundary, typical stream lines are presented

in Figure (6-6) for Gr = 1.0. It is very noticeable from this figure that

the recirculation is reducecl and the fluid is florving vertically

into and out from the control volume at the lower and the upper bourndaries"

A1so, it can be noticecl froln the constant-vorticity lines shown in Figure (6-7)

that the vorticitv at the outer bor-rrdaries is conrpletcly eliminated. lhe only
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remaining ones are; tt/o at the plate-edges, a large one adjacent to the

plate and a compensating core-eddy in the bulk of the fluid.

The velocity profile at y = 0.0 is shorr'n in Figure (ó-8). A

very smooth curve results rvith amaxjmumvalue of 0.1704 at x = 0.5 and a

ninimum value of -0.05111 at x = 2.8. The results of Suriano and Yang

[Ref. 65] for Gr = 1.0 and Pr = 10.0 are also presented. A cornplete and

comprehensive conrparison is not available since exact numerical values are

not presented in Suriano and Yang's report. However, the difference between

the influence of the open boundary conditions, suggested in the present

work, and the closed zero-vorticity boundary conditions, imposed by Suriano

and Yang on the behaviour of the solution is very obvior-rs.

By an examination of the isotherms shoir.n in Figure (6-9), it can

be seen that the effect of the convective flow is not strong, since the

value of Grashof mnrber is 1ow (Gr = 1.0) . The resulting temperature

profile at y = 0.0 shown in Figure (6-10) is in good agreement rvith that

obtained by Suriano and Yang [Ref. 65] for the same value of Grashof and

Prandtl mrnrbers.

The cornputed average Nusselt numbers are plotted against the number

of iterations in Figure (6-11). In the very first iterative steps, high

values of M are obtained. As the nunber is increased, the value of ilü

decreased rapidly urtil it reachecl an asynqrtotic value of 1.189 at the 1O4th

iterative step. This value conformed to the corresponcling value of 1.107

computed by Suriano and Yarg, rvitl a relative error of 2.355%.
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6.2 Time-Dependent Solutions

6.2.I SE Method with a¡r Ordinary Grid System

Equations (2.18) to (2.20) rvere solved nt¡nerically by the use of

the Sinple Explicit (SE) finite-difference method. Fifty-three rururing

trials vrere carried out with the following variety of parameters:

a) Meshes with one or several regions v¡ere attenpted, including

Equi-spaced 31 x 81 mesh with h = 0.1,

Double-spaced (k=2) two-region 31 x 81 rnesh with h* = 0.05 and 0.1,

Double-spaced (k=2) three-region 31 x 81 mesh with h* = 0.025, 0.05

and 0.1, and

Quadnrple-spaced (k=4) two-region and dotrble-spaced single-region

31 x 81 mesh with h* = 0.025, 0.05 and 0.1 respectively'

From these trials, it was found that the higher the nurber of fine

regions, the more stable the solution would be.

b) Time-increment values between 10-7 and 0.2377 x 10-3 lvere tried. These

were estimated to satisff condition (3.I7) which is necessary for the con-

veïgence and the stability of the procedure. The plate height ivas varied

betrveen 0.1 and 23.64 crn,. The corresponding values of Grashof mmber

for T = 15oC an,l T. = goc were betrveen 1.0 and 0.4 x 108.
^p ¿r v gg¡u ¡b

c) lr4any different boundary conditions were attempted, The enclosed control

volume bonndary conditions gave successful results up to Gr = 1.632 x 707 "

The main disadvantage of this approach was the distortion of the results in

such a way that they no longer Tepresentccl the physical situatioll consicle::ed

in the present work. The assumption of open-control-volume boundary
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conditions, with zero initial values, w¿rs found to work well for the

present case. The main drawback was the appearance of negative values in

the temperature fíeld when the computations were carried out for high

values of Gr (103 - L07), no matter how 1ow the values of time-increment

were. This ivas fot¡rd to be due to the high speed of the rate of convergence

of the rf-equation. In all the trials that were carried out here, the S.O.R.

teclnrique was used to conTpute the ú-value at any pivotal point by direct

and sinple substitution in the corresponding finite-difference fonnula.

This approach was fotmd to be inadequate. The reason for that lies in the

high velocity "concentration" which has been observed in the vicinity of

the plate. This concentration, in turn, created negative values for

temperatures at the nodes right in front of the plate-nodes.

No final results were obtained because of the very long computer-

time required to carry out the computations. As a conch.¡sion of these

trials, it was for¡'rd that the finite-difference formulation of the ,¡-

equation has to be nodified to include the effect of the time-increment at,

since the direct substitution of the value of 6, rvhich involves this effect,

did not help to elinúnate the velocity concentration near the plate.

6.2.2 ADIP l4ethod rvith an Ordinary Grid System

The Alternating-Direction Inplicit (ADIP) ntethod used by I'/ilkes

and Churchill [Ref. 74] to solve the mornentum ancl heat transfer cquations

governing free convection from a vertical flat plate has been modified

here by up<lating the 4 bor-rrciary-values instantaneously at each iterative

step.
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The sequence of comþutation of the modified method was started

by solving the temperature equation for the complete conrputational ryc1e

carried out for a time period between n and n+%. By using these updated

temperature values, the vorticity could be directly calculated for the

first iterative step, of the same coÍputational cycle for the same time

period by applying its finite-difference fornmla. The computations rvere

performed thereafter in the same iterative step_ for the stream-function

and velocities fields followed by the evaluation of the dependent variables

at the bo¡urdary nodes. In any subsequent iterative step, this computational

sequence was repeated until the first ti:ne-period cycle was conpleted.

Through this technique, the updating procedure of the values of e, rf and

the velocities was carried out step by step to achieve the final r;pdated

values at the end of the first tinre-period cycle. For the second time-

period cycle, from n+% to n+1, the same procedure is repeated to yield

ripdated values for one conplete time-increment cycle.

T\,¡elve trials were carried out in an attenpt to circt¡'n¡ent the

instability problem by using the modified sequence. Some stable steps of

computation were achieved. No final results were obtained since the

procedure needed a large number of conputational Steps. However, the

nodified sequence appeared to be a promising technique.

A conputer subroutine-listing for the modifíed sequence is

presented in Appcndix C.



CIIAPTER 7

FREE CONVECTION TO

I4IATER NEAR 4OC

7.L Introduction

In all trials which r\¡ere presented in Chapter 6, the volunetric

thermal erçansion coefficient, ß*,was assumed to be constant over the

telrperature range of interest" This is why an average value for ß was

r¡sed. TLis approach appeared to be rea-sonable for most fluids which

possess monotonic tenperature-density relationship.

For a fluid wit-h a non-monotonic density variation, ß is not

corìstant ândrf-ur thennore, it might change its sign in the temperature

range of interest. This is the situation which occurs in bismuth, rvater,

antimony and ga1lir.un. In such cases, the density-terperature relation-

ship e>chibits unusual behaviour. Starting from the freezing point, the

density increases as the temperature increases and, accordingly, ß rvi11

have a negative sign. This behaviour is continued on up to a particular

temperature at which the density reaches a naximr-un value and ß will be

zero. Passing this :raximurt and critical point, the density starts to

decrease with th.e increase of temperature and, consequently, ß will have

a positive sign.

The effect of this tnusual behaviour of the density in its

relation with temperature has been studied by Schechter [Ref. 51] and

Sctrechter and Isbin [Ref. SZ] for the case of free convection heat

transfer from a vertical flat plate to water. Their m¡',tcrica1 solution

* Dcl'jnecl by cr¡tration (4.2)
8B
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was obtained by introducing the sirnilarity asstmrptiors into the boundary

layer equations governing the case. Their experimental measurements and

observations of the uni-directional and bi-directional convective flolv

were in good agreement with their theoretical results.

Vanier and Tien [Ref.70] studied the effect of the maximmt

density on free convection heat transfer from a vertical flat plate to

water near 4oC. They solved the boundary Layer equations nunerically by

forward integration. They predicted numerous convective-f1olv regions

covering a wide range of the plate and bulk temperatures.

In !972, Yui1l fRefs .77,78] studied the effects of the variation

of the viscosity and the density, as fimctions of the temperature, on the

free-convection heat transfer fron a vertical isothermal flat plate to

water near 4oC. The boundary layer equations were solved nimericaTly by

introducing the sinilarity assr..unptions. A correlation ivas developed and

presented for the loca1 lù;sselt nurber as a function of the 1ocal Grashof

arrd Prandtl nr.¡-nbers. This correlation includes a f.actor whose value is

dependent on the temperatures of the plate and the bulk fluid.

7.2 Physical Description of the Phenomenon

The physical phenonenon can be described by considering free

convection heat transfer from an isothennal vertical flat plate into

water at OoC. When the plate temperature is betrveen OoC ancl BoC the

Laye-r of water adjacent to the plate becomes denser than the bull< of the

fluid. As a result it sinks down. For a plate temperature slightly

over 8oC, the iruter layer adjacent to the plate becones lighter than the

bulk fluicl, but it continues to flow clownward. This is because the
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buoyanry force generated in this inner layer is not strong enough to over-

come the viscous force exerted on it by the outer Layer, which is denser

than the bull< fluid and thus moves downrvard. When the buoyanry force of

this inner layer becomes high enough to compensate for the dowrlard viscous

force, a zero vertical velocity gradient at the plate surface occurs. In

this particular situation, heat is transferred from the plate into the

water by conduction through the stagnant surface-filn. At a particular

tenperature, depending on the fluid under consideration, the inner layer

becomes light enough to move upward and as the plate tenperature increases,

the r-pward convective flor'¡ in this layer becomes stronger and its thiclsress

will i¡crease" This behaviour continues on tmtil the plate temperature

reaches another particular value after which the flow becomes a fu11y

r-rpward uni-directional one.

7.3 Present Results and Plots

The effect of the r¡trsual variation of the.density of water with

the tenperature lvas studied for the case of free convection heat transfer

from an isothermal vertical flat plate to a bulk of water near 4oC.

The steady state governing equatíors, (2.25) to (2.27), were

solved by using the Direct Substitution Simple Explicit (mSE) techaique

with an ordinary grid system. Thirty-one rururing trials have been carried

out using a mesh size of 91 x 101 lvith h = 0.1. The plate-height tvas

0.1 qn., md the plate itself was located at a dimensionless distance

of.2.0 away from the loler bounclary. Open bor;nclary conditions similar to

those used in Section 6.I.2 were applied. Fu1ly upward and dol^nrwar<l uni-

directional flows were observed in the vicinity of the pIate. A1so, for

a particular region of botli the plate and bulk ternperatures, bi-dircctional

flol was predìcted.
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Tþical vertical velocity profiles for a bulk temperature of

OoC and numerolls plate temperatures are presented in Figures (7-1) and

(7-2). Curve A of Figure (7-1) shows a typical fully downward profile

at a plate temperature of 2.0oC. Here, the velocity reached a maximtmr

downrvard value, then increased, passing its zero value and thereafter

increased to pass a maxirm¡n upward value to decrease agairr to reach a

very small value (0(10-4)) at the other boundary. For plate-teilperatures

of 8.0oC and 9.0oC, curves B and C of Figure (7-1) shoru the distortion

vrhich occurred in the fu11y downward flow adjacent to the plate due to

the insufficiently buoyant inner Iayer which was being dragged dor^m by

the outer layer. This is why these velocity profiles are slightly

shifted trpward very close to the plate. Cuwe D of Figure (7-1) presents

the boundary between the downward unidirectional flow and the bi-

directional flow. The resulting numerical value of the velocity at the

pivotal point next to the plate-node rvas -0.5699 x 10-4. The plate-

teÍperature at this bourdary was 9.9597oC. However, it is important to

mention here that the similarity solution [Ref. 70,78] predicted this

bourdary to be at a pLate-temperature of I2.4oC.

For plate ten'peratures above 9.597oC, bi-directional convective

flow was observed. Curve E of Figure (7 -T) and curves F and G of Figure

(7-2) present such cases. Here, the vertical velocities close to the

plate reached comparatively high maximimr values depending on the value

of the plate temperatures. It is noticed that, the positions of these
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maxina are shifted away fron the plate as the dimensionless distarìce x

inc¡eases. At the sane tirne, the ttdck¡ess of the buoyant layer

increases. Near the right bourdary, the velocity values were very 1ow

^.,( 0C10-* - 10-") ) a¡rd they decreased as the plate tenperature was

increased.

The boundary betrveen the bi-directional and the upward tni-

directional regions, presented by curve FI of Figure (7-2), vras found

to occur at a pLate tenperature of 41.86oC. Again, it has to be mentioned

here that tliis borndary ivas predicted at a plate tenperature of 26.BoC

for the bourdary-layer sirnilarity solutions [Refs. 70,78]. It has to be

erphasised, at this stage, that this bourdary could not be determined

precisely. This was due to the recirculating fluid near the right bolu-rd-

ary, which existed for high values of the plate tenperature. Hotr'ever,

two techniques were used to predict this boundary; the first was by setting

a minimun lindt for the values of the velocities in the recirculating

region in the vicinity of the right borndary. For velocity-values belorv

this linrit, the flow was assrmed to be negligible. The second technique

was by considering other plate and bulk temperatures to check the

bor.rrdary. For the present work, a value of 0,5 x 10-4 was assigned as

a sufficiently 1ow value to determine the bor.rrdary between regions II
and III. Also, sorne conputer runs r^/ere performed to check the limits

for the tv,ro regions by using several values of the plate and bulli temp-

eratures (see Figure (7-3))

Above 41.86oC, the velocity profiles were similar to those for

normal free convection clescribed in Chapter ó, Section ó.7.2, Nunerical

yalues for the vertical non-<linensional velocities at a bulk tenmerature
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of OoC and plate temperatures of 2.0, 8.0, 9.0, 9.597, 11.0, 2ó.8, 55.0

and 41.86oC are pïesented in Tables (D-1) and (D-2) in Appendix D.

For all tJ-re aforenentioned trials, the predicted free-convection

flow regions are shorvn in Figure (7-3). The solid boundaries are for the

present complete colution and the dashed ones are'for the boindary-layer

solution obtained by Yuil1 [Ref . 771. Region I stands for the ful1y

dolunward r.rri-directional florv. Region II presents the bi-directional

flow and Regions III a¡rd IV are for fu1ly upward u¡-directional florv"

For a bulk temperature of OoC, the average Nusselt nrrnbers were

computed for different values of the plate temperature. In connection

with Figure (7-3), an angle y cari be defined as the angle between the

adiabatic 1ine, and any line connecting the focus, at To = 4oC and

,o^rb = + L, arro arry plate temperature. If this angle l, *"ur.,ted, and

plotted against the average l.lusselt mmber for the corresponding plate

temperature, Figure Q-a) can be obtained. From this Figure, it can be

seen that as y increased in Region I, the value of the average lfusselt

nunber increased to reach a maximi.un value of 1.306 and then decreased to

an approxìmately constant value of 1.I72; when the plate temperature

exceeded 9.597oC, the average Ìfusselt ntmber started to increase with y.

The behaviour of the variation of the Nusselt ntunber with the

plate tenperature, shon'n in Figure (7-4), is close to the results obtained

by Yuil1 [Ref. 77, Fig. 17] at high Grashof nunbers. Yuillrs results,

which were obtained for aplate height of 15.0 cm., have been converted
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to correspond to a plate-height of 0.1

obtaining the present results.

A1so, it can be seen that the

trñ with the plate temperature, depended

for both solutions presented in Figure

qn., which was the value used in

behaviour of the variation of

on the convective florv regions

(7 -4) .



G{APTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

The major objective of this work was the nunerical solution

of the Boussinesq-approximated Navier-Stokes and energy equations for

free convection heat transfer from an isothernal vertical flat plate

to fluids. Erçhasis was placed on the case of free convection heat

transfer to hratel'near 4oC from the plate.

The steady-state governing equations have been solved by using

the Direct Substitution Sinple bçlicit (DSSE) nethod. IVith an ordi-

nary grid systen, solutions could be obtained for values of Grashof

ntrnber up to 100. For values of Grashof m¡nber betv¡een 100 and 500, the

DSSE nethod was fotmd to be more successful if it was applied with a

Terçorary-nodes (TN) grid system. The relaxation nethod rras used to

solve the simultaneous algebric equations produced by the finite-
difference expressions of the vorticity, stream-fi¡"rction and temper-

ature . Under-relaxation u/as found to be most successful for the

vorticity equation while over-relaxation was found to be the most

suitable approach to the solution of the stream-function and temper-

ature equations.

The solution. of the tirne-dependent governing equations was

also attenpted. Sir,rple Explicit (SE) and Alternating Direction Inplicit

(ADIP) teclmiques were tried. No final results were obtainecl because

of the instability in the solution of the tenperature equation. It

was founcl that the finite-diffcrence fonn of the stream-ft¡-rction

equration shoulcl be modified to inclucle the effect of the time-increntcnt"

99
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New set of botmdary conditions were introduced to circutvent

the instability problem of'the numerical solution of the case studied

in this worl<. They were ca1led " the Open-Control-Vo1une" bor:ndary

conditions. This set of botu-rdary conditions helped to eliniinate the

formation of eddies at the boundaries at infinity, and to forbid the

generation of velocity " accunulation" in the vicinity of the plate.

For the case of free convection heat transfer to water near
rì

4"C, several regions for the convective flow were obseryed. For a

bu1lt temperature of OoC, upward and downward uni-directional florv

regions, md bi-directional region resulted for different values

of the plate tenperature. The average Nusselt nu¡ber variation with

both the y-angle and the plate ter,perature showed a very good agreenent

with previous published results.

It should be mentioned that the free-surface bor.u-rdary

condition, inposed on the right bourrdary, was supposed to present a

boundary at infinity rvhere neither fluid-flow nor heat transfer occurred.

However, for a value of the infinity-distance of 9.0 times the plate

height, these circr¡nstances v/ere not satisfactorily satisfied, ancl it
was fou-rd that the right-bor,.urdary was sti11 influencing the solution

and causing fluid recirculation.
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APPENDIX A

Derivation of thê Node-Coefficient of Voh¡netric

-

The.qma1 Expalsion, 3.,.

density-tenperature relationship is presented byThe

Yuill [Ref. 781 as

oo/oy = 1+D'TO *nZTkZ *O3Tk3 (A.1)

where

is the node-density of water at arry node-tenperature TUr

is the density of water at OoC

(p^ = 0.999551 gn/.*3),t'o 
d n -1

is constant and equal to -0.6669167 x 10 -, "C 
'

is constant and ec¡ual to 0.871689 x 10-5, oC-Z,

is constant and equal to -0. 647664 x 10-7 , oC-=,

and

k is subscript designa.ting the node being considered for

conputation. It should be mentioned here that the den-

Sity coefficients Dy Dz and D, have to be used in a

tenperature range of OoC to 20oC.

The node-coefficient of volunetric then'¡al e4pansion frqr on

the other hand, can generally be defined as

ßk = -(dpu/aro)/o¡ (A.2)

since neither (dpu/clTu) nor pk ítse1f is constant, the value

of ß¡ will change, therefore, fron one nocle to another. The rate of

change of the rlensity witl'r respect to tcnqrerature at any nocle k can

e¡

po

Dt

Tì

"z
D-

J

r07



fron their relationshiP forrrula (A-1).
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The resultingeasily be derived

form will be

?
D-+zD.T+30"T"

ILJ

*'- 
= -Po(

É-D1T-%r2+D=r31
(A,3)

Equations CA.1) and [4.3) can now be substituted into equation

CA.z). By carrying some algebraic rearïangements, the equation for the

node-coefficient of volunetric e4pansion, ß¡, can be obtained j¡ the fonn

')?_7
ft. = @l * ZD|T + 3D;r1/ Q + DaT + DrT'* D3T") (4.4)

at arty node by substitutaing the values of the density-coeffucient

constants D1,, DZ and Dr, ffid the tenperature at that node'

Accordi¡g to Vanier and Tien [Ref. 70], the standard devia-

tio of the conputed D-values, fron the data of Dorsey [Ref. 10], was

fourd to be 0.54 x 10-6 for a teÍperature range of OoC to 20oC. They also

conputed the density-coefficients for a temperature range of OoC to 35oC.

Their resulting values were: D1 = - ,6226773 x 10-4 ot-1,

-( ^ -?DZ= '807544 x 10 " "C "' ald

D3 = -'43gsgz x 1o-7 o'-3'

These values have a standard deviation of 0.57 x 10-5 ftot the same

enperical ðata of. DorseY.

In the present work, it was for.urd that the D-values conputed

by Vanier and Tien for the tem^nerature range of OoC to 35oC, can

adequately be applied for a temperature range of OoC to 42oC with a

relative error of 0.00475% fron the data of Dorsey'



APPENDIX B

Derivation of Sone Finite-Difference Formulae

8.1 Forward 3-point one-sided derivative formula

In connection lvith the notations

shown on Fig. (B-1), the value of any
Þ h*¡* h*.¡

function f at point 1 can be expressed, by
ooo

the use of the Taylorts erpansion, in 0 1 2

f---- xterms of the values of the function f and

its derivatives at point 0 and the grid Fig. (B-1) : 3-points for
size h. The resulting equation will tal<e fonvard formula.

the form

fr=fo+hfí*þtfí.*h'fó..oo(hu) (8.1)
2! 3!

with a tnncation error of the order (ha)

Sinilarly, the value of the function f at point 2 can be erçressed,

in terms of the values of the function f and its derivatives at point 0, by

applying the Taylorrs e4pansion in the same nanner, or by simply replacing

hby 2h in equation (B.1). Either method rvi11 yield
A\ 2 

",, Bh3 .u ¿2f z= fo + Z]nfí + r¡r f6- + -' fó-- + O(ha) (B.Z)
2,t 3!

with a tn-l-rcation error of the order (ha)

The fó'-term in equations (8.1) and (8.2) can bc eliminated by

multípling the fonner by 4 and then substituting from the latter.
Also, if tlte ff""-tenns are neglected, an expression for the first
derivative of the fi-u'rction f at point 0 can l¡e obtained in thc form

f6 = - ( 3fo - 4fr + f z) / Zh * O(hr) (8.3)

109
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Equation [8.3) presents the forward 3-point one-si<led derivative

fornn-rla. The tn¡'rcation erïor here is of the order [h')

8.2 Backward 3-point one-sided derivative formula

Refering to Fig. (8.2), the l-* h*þ- h I
20ff

Taylorts e>pansion for f, and f , catt * 
x

easily be written in terns of the 'Fig (8.2) : 3-points for

function and its derivatives at point backward formrla

0. By follorving the prescribed steps used to derive the fonuard formula,

the backr^¿ard 3-point one-sided derivative fonm-r1a can be erpressed as

fí= (sfo-4il+fz)/zn+och') (8.4)

w'ith a tnurcation error of the order [h2)

8.3 5-point second-d-erivative lormula

Consider the five points -2, -1, 0, l and 2 shov¡n on Fig. (8"3)

l* fi *l* h+h -'þ h+l
ooooo
-2-10+1+2

Fig. (8.3) : S-points for second derivative fonn-rla.

By the use of the Taylorfs e4pansion, the function f at the two

points -1 and -2 cart be expressed in terms of the values of the fi.u-rction

and its derivatives at the point 0 as follows

fr = fo + hfí *l{ú' o ht fi" * { f6"'*hs ¡""'
2t 3! 4\ sl

* hu fó '/22' * 0(h7) (8.5)

and 6!

f = f - hf' *t n- - h3 f6" *\4 t6"' - hs f6"'"-r o o Zl 3l 41 5!

o !l f.0.",,, + o(r-r7) (8.6]
6¡



be

fr + f-t = Zfo + hTí- +

Q¡ a sinLilar marrrer, for

can'be obtained

Adding equations [8.5) and &.6), the
111.

resulting equation will

+ o Ch') (8. 7)

and -2, the following e>pression

rl¡
n' 1tr.,

72

points 2

f z+ f _z = 2r.o + 4hTí. . #hufó--, * o[h.) (B.g)

The fí"'-tem can be onitted from equations (8.7) and (B"g) by

m;tiplying the former by 1"6 a¡rd subtracti¡g the result from the latter.
Consequently, f[' can be e4pressed as

fí'= [-f: r+16f_, - 30fo + 16fr = fz) / 7zh2+oCha) (n.s¡

with a tnncation error of the order of Ch4). Equation CB,g) presents the

S-point second- derivative foranrla

8.4 Evaluation of the vorticity at a rigid-wa11 boundary-node

The S-point one-sided derivative formula, equation (B.s), ca¡1 be

used to corpute the vorticity Çs at a pivotal boundary-point. If the notations

of Fig. (B-1) are considerd, an e4pression for Ç onay be obtained in tenns

of Úo ,þt, þzrÇt andÇz

The procedure can be initiated by applying the Taylor's e>çansion

to evaluate Ú z and ür in terms of the values of rf and its derivatives at

point 0. lvith some malipulations sirnilar to that which are carried out in

section 8.1, and by applying the rigid-rva11 borlldary conclition ( & )o=0,
âx

the equation

3üo - 4ú, +þz= 3h3 ,!4 lo +O(h2)
3 âx'

can be obtained. on the other hand, the continuity equation

differentiatdd with respect to x to yield

(8. L0)

(2.27) can be



q 3.r.ouJ
+

âx3

Since, at point

(8.3) , equation

dUl r')=-
ôx
.du
L*J->

âx
becomes

q2or

-tðy2

no..
ày"

(8.11)

g-

;
0,

L72

(8.11)

e4pression

c 3,¡.['T¡=
âx"

rø-
âx

therefore, by making use of

)o= (.&o - 4Çt + e z) / 2h * OCh') (8.12)

Substituting (B.l-2) into (e.fO) a¡d solving for6o, the result will be

6o = (iúo - 4il.,r *!r) /ln'* (aÇt -Çz) / 3* 0Ch2) (8"13)

Equation (8.13) presents the formula to be used to conpute the vorticity

Ç at the rigid-wa11 bowrdary-node 0 The trr,rtcation error in this

equation is of the order (h2)

The backward S-point one-sided derivative formula can be used,

on the other hand, for a similar derivation resulting in the same expres-

sion (8.13) for Co

8.5 Evaluation of thejer.perature at a non-cgnducting boind_arv-node

The dimensionless steady-state tenperature equation (2.26) can

be r.¡ritten in the fonn

(B-4) are

ð0 â0 1 . ä20 â'?o ì
ij- Tv- =-i- r-i

âx ày Pr âx 2 ày'

The statecl boundary conditions at the bolmdary-node 0 of

, , âh, ^Uo = O âIICI Jo = U

ày'

Therefore, when equation (8.14) is applied at point

a0 1 âh
v+ =-

hr Þr À.v2

(8" r-4)

Fig.

(8.1s)

it becomes

(B 
" 
16)
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r 40
h

+ 30
h

I

-f-ooo
201
l*h*f-h-{

Fig. (B-4) : Five point to evaluate 00.

By the use of the 3-point one-sided derivative forrrula to

substitute for à0/ðy, and the finite-difference fonm;la to substitute for

A'?O/ax2, equation C8.16) can be manipulated to yield an e)cpression for 0s

of the form

0o = {[ 01+0 z)/Pr h+ I [40s- o4)]/t 1u * 2 ] (8"r7)
2 2 Wh

with a tnncation error of the order Ch1. Erçression [8.1-7) presents the

fonn¡ard form. The backward form can sinilarly be derir¡ed and the resulting

fonrnrla will be

0o={(0r*0ù/Prh+v(- or+sò}/t-1v* 2 } (8.18)
2 2 Prh

w'ith a tn¡'rcation error of the order th 1

8.6 Evaluation of the average l'lusselt mnrber ñJ

The heat transferrecl through the plate-rvater interface,at any

of the plate-points, is governe<l by the equation
AT

-k ( Y' )o cly' = h.,, ( L-T* ) dy' (8.19)
ðXr I P u

The dimensionless paraneters defined by equations ( 2.16-a ) and

(2,L6-c ) can be introclucecl into equation (8.19). As a result, the

L-
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non-dimensional form of

-k (aj)o dy
ðx

The total heat

obtained by integrating

resulting form will be

+.5
-k f ¡dJ

-.5 âx
At this stage,

the above equation

= hrLdy

transfered frorn the plate into

equation (8. 20) . Asstming k is

(8.20)

water can be

constant, the

1S

+.5 \^ +.$
-k I ("J)ody=L f

-.5 âx -.5
hdv
v

(8.21)

Now, if the convective heat transfer coefficient h.,, is assr¡ned

to have its average value t rfong the plate, equation (B.Ztj becornes

)ody = hL (8.22)

the average lrh,rsselt number Nu can be expressed

¿ts

*hrNU = 
-=

+.5 
^ ^- I (93)ody (8.23)

k -.5 âx
The temperature gradient at the plate ( A 0/ð x ) o can be conputed

nwrerically by r.rsing the S-point one-sided derivative finite-difference

fonnula. By carryíng out that for all plate-pivotal points, the value of

Nu can be cornputed by applying Sinpson's rule for m¡nerical integration

[Ref" 31 p. 657 ] t
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APPENDIX D

Tables for Some Resulting Nwrerical Values

TABLE (D-1) : Vertical-Velocity Values at y=0 and Tn=O

,ocTp

9.597 11

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5" 5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.s
8.0
8.5
9.0

-.2022- r*
-.3957- I

- .5223- t

-.5927-r
- .6190- I

-.6122-l
-.5g1-7-I
-.5349-t
-.4776-r
-.4t42-t
-.9915-2

.1111- I

.2034- t

.zL7r-r

.LgL7-t

.1531-I

.1146- 
I

.8209-2

.5695-2

"3835-2
.2533-2
.L646-2
.L052-2
.6556-3
"3926-3
.1994-3

- .1423- |

- .3908- I

-.6148- I

-.7922-1
- .9157- I

- .98ó6- t

- .1010
- .9942- t

- .9460- t

-.8733-L
-t-. J)tJ

.t027-r

.3412- t

.4047- t

. 3698- t

.2982-t

.2229-L

.1-580-i

. 10g0- I

.7195-2

.4690-2

.3006-2

.l-g1g-2

.L227-2

.7664-3

.440L-3

-.5976-2
- .2689- I

- .4903- I

-.6872-r
- . 8416- 1

- .9472- t

-. 1005
- .1019
- " 9964- i
-.9433-t
- .44ó0- I

¡lztt-2
.3279-t
. 4156- 1

.3906- 
j

.3L93-r

.2404-r

.L713-r
"TL74.T
.7820-2
. 5095 

-2

.s?7 4-2

.2090-2

.L336-2

.g530-3

.481-1-3

- . 5699 
-'t

- .1790 
- I

- . 3957- I

-.6039- I

- .778r- |

- .9071- l
- .9864- I

-.1024
- .101_s
- .9910- r

- . 5075- 1

.7 427- 3

3L41-L
. 4185- 1

.4005- I

. 3303- 1

.2499-t

. 1786- I

.1226-\

.gL72-2

.5328-2
3423-2
"2L84-2
"t396-2
.973L-3
.5043-3

.L67 4- t

"9205- 
2

- .1138- I
- "3470-t
- .572L- t

-.7634-L
- .90g9- t

- .1005
- .1053
-.1058
-.6677-t
- . 1069- I

. 2655- I

" 41-38- I

.4162-r

. 3514- I

"2692- 
|

.1938-1

.1336-t

.9924-2

.5824-2
3742-2
.2397-2
.L526-2
.9550-3
.5549-3

* This means the

stlperscript
ntmrber printed times 10 to the porver shot^¡n as
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TABLE (D-2) : kftica1-V"1o.iry Vu1* =0

26.8

,oc
J) 41. 86

Tp

1

:'.5

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.5
L.7
1.9
2.1.
2.3
2.5
2.7
2.9
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
7.0
7.5
8.0
8.5
9.0

.4095

.6226

. ó686

.6250

.52s9

.4127

.296s

.1854

. 8373- t x

-.6478-2
-.2747
-.3046
-'.3020
-.2757
- . ¿,JJ¿
-.1887
-.L42,5
-.1008
-.8226- l
-.1618- I

.L326- t

.2]32- t

.1986- I

.1542- |

.1090-1

.7270-2

.4679- 2

.2956- 2

.L87L- 2

.120r-2

.7932- 3

.6407

.9362

.9854

.9158

.7968

.6622

.5277

.4003

.283I

.L769
-.2028
-.2943
-.3537
- "3827
- .3819
- .3583
- .3183
-.?.692
-.2434
-.L258
- .4935- 1

- .1161- I

.2884- 2

.6443-2

.5895-2

.4294- 2

.29L5-2

.L7 44- 2

.1072- 2

. 7099- 3

.5673- 3

.8266. .

"IL72::
"LTLZ::
.!123-'
.9880
.8429
.7018
.s704
.4503
.34rs

-. 7530- I

-.200s
- " 3045
-.3842
-.4362
- .4589
-.4536
-.4349
-.4038
-.2678
-.1"433
-.6465-r
- .2492- |
- .7936 '
- .7772- 2

- .1.290- 4

.2413- 3

.7244- 3

.L51.7- +

qr¡q- It
. JJ¿J
.l_906- 4

* This means the m.rnber printed tjmes

shown as sr-tperscript
10 to the power



APPENDIX E

Accuracy a¡rd ReliabilitY the Results

The stability and convergence of the iterative procedure, used

to obtain the final results, was controlled by three sets of values of

the relaxation factors for three ranges of the ntmber of the iterative

steps. Figure (E-1) shows these fanges and the o-values associated with

each one for the three dependent variables. This approach of using ranges

was found to eliminate the nt¡nerical i¡stability which was always occurring

after 80 iterative steps, ffid causing the appearance of negative values in

ttre temperature field. This is obvious in Figure (E-1) where, ít can be

seen that the use of ranges improved the rate of convergence.

The accuracy of the results can be presented, on the other hand,

by the following analYsis:

The results were obtained using relative displacement norfns,

defined by equation (5.6), of less than 1%. For the temperature equation,

this exit criterion was reached after 50 iterations and then it decreased

smoothly until it reached a value of 0.209 x r0-2 at tn" rsoth iterative

step" The vorticity equation also converged smoothly. The relative

displacement norm for this case reached a value less than 1% after 105

iterations a¡rd continued decreasing to reach a value of 0.821 x I0-2 at

the 1304 ternrinating iterative-step. On the other hand, the convergence

of the strean-function equation hlas comparatively slower than that of the

tenperature and vorticity equations. Here, at the last 30 iterative steps

r27
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the value of the relative displacenent norm decreased only fron 0.0112

to 0.0107. Subsequently, it was felt that more iterative steps would

be a waste of computer time.

From the above analysis of accuracy, it can be seen that the

results were obtained after a certain stage at which the computed values

had reached alnost constant figr-rres. Also, it can be seen that the

convergence IVas snooth without any r.rrstable oscillations.

At this stage, the reliability of the results rnight be questined.

For this reason, the present NSE approach was tested by using the same

boundary conditions and all other parameters of the solution obtaìned by

Suriano and Yang [Ref. 65], and comparing the results obtained" The two

temperature profiles, sholnm in Figure (E-2), illustrate the agreement

which was for.grd. The average lifusselt m¡nber obtained fron the present

progran was 1.24, and that obtained.by Suriano and Yang was L.279, less

than 2.5% higher. The agreement between the results obtained by these

two independent prograns indicates the reliability of both.


